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Abstract. A possible sustainable growth of the financial sector due to the development of activity of credit unions
is being examined in this paper. Moreover the analysis of contemporary credit unions conceptions and problems
of management improvement are performed. In addition theoretical priorities for credibility and international
capabilities of credit unions are presented. A sketch of some actual theories is being performed and methods for
analysis of credit unions’ activities are particularly composed. Following method of improvement of observational
research was performed in this paper. In order to evaluate common tendencies of activities of the credit unions
in the World and particularly in the European Union the financial institutions’ legal regulations are specially
surveyed. Furthermore legal regulations of credit unions are analyzed in practice for local and international credit
unions of Lithuania. The preliminary evaluation of the credit unions activity in the circumstances of contemporary waves of the financial crisis is presented. After examining available and possible theoretical and practical
aspects the assumptions from the analyzed material are proposed. The article discusses the development of credit
unions and the factors affecting the credit union managers approach to the credit union system development
prospects. Despite an occurrence of the recent commercial banks global situation concerning the possible disappointment of consumers - credit unions are one of the best institutions for further financial sustainability in the
retail credit markets. An object of this research is credit unions and some other self-credit institutions. In addition
the accumulated global information from the cooperative financial institutions is overviewed.

Keywords: Financial Sector, Credibility, Credit Unions, Development.
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Dubauskas, G. 2012. Sustainable growth of the financial sector: the case of credit unions, Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues 1(3): 159–166.
JEL classifications: G21, E50, F33, R51.

1. Introduction
Credit unions, banks and credit co-operative banks
play an important role in the national economy and
provide millions of its members to benefit from services in the European Union as well as in many other
countries around the World in different continents.
Cooperative financial institutions operate alongside
the traditional banking system - especially in the
sector for small personal loans, savings and personal
services. They focused on a specific market segment usually in the middle or lower middle-income people
with small and medium-sized businesses. Co-operative financial system has made a significant contriISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

bution to the economic sustainable development of
many countries. Furthermore these institutions are
making the active circulation in the level of thousand
billion of Euro equivalent.
Internationalization of the credit union activities is
inspired from greatly intensified international economic relations practice. These days credit unions
are much more exposed to international business
and goods and services are exported and imported
worldwide. Different cultures have different interests
and priorities that respond differently to doubtful
advertising and marketing techniques. During the
process of rapid global (and particularly European)
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integration the businesses are forced to think about
integration into the international markets (McIntyre
2002). Taking some discourse it could be necessary to
mention that Lithuania’s mainly Western type capital
market institutions are quite good integrated into the
international organizations. Nevertheless some distrust of financial institutions has been caused by the
global financial system recent crisis. Moreover this is
a quite sensitive issue for credit unions. Credit unions
as a part of the global financial system are almost
entirely related on a trust of the people (i.e., the union members) acting in the local and in many cases
in the international markets. Therefore credit unions
can intensify their competitiveness and ensure the
continued existence of financial intermediary businesses. Therefore could be worthy to examine activities of the internationalization of credit unions to find
out whether the credit union’s group action dominate
the «logic of exchange of entities”. The significant research on credit union development has been done
by McCarthy(2004), Di Salvo (2003), McKillop
(2006). Lithuanian credit unions particularly were
analyzed by McCarthy (2004), Igarytė (2006), McCarthy (2004) and some other very few authors.
The problem. In order to understand why some financial markets researchers have turned their attention on
the analysis of credit unions it could be necessary to
examine differences between commercial banks management with some level of internationalization and
the credit unions management with possible internationalization direction. Besides the sustainable growth
of credible financial institutions always is a part of
country’s economical and national security. Moreover
this particularly could be important for the sustainable development of cooperative financial institutions
such as credit unions. Especially, due to the lack of
investigation in this subject in Lithuania’s case.
The object of this research is credit unions development and a possible internationalization advance.
The aim of research is to investigate credit unions
growth with internationalization possibilities and to
provide thoughts for the faster credit union development.
The tasks of research – to evaluate the management
experience of credit unions and to overview improvements in these financial institutions with a possible
internationalization accent based on literature, statistical analysis, empirical studies and strategic solutions
for credit unions improvement.
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The methods of research in this paper. In order to
provide argument for credit unions to ensure their
development (with a special emphasis on Lithuania’s
cooperative credit institutions) concerning a possible
internationalization this paper was carried out using
quantitative and qualitative methods (the systematic
empirical investigation of credit unions via statistical, mathematical techniques, scientific literature and
document analysis, interviews) and the results of a
comparative analysis of the study.

2. Credit Union’s Concept and Its Role in
Today’s Economy
This section of the paper shows the modern concept
of credit union operations and characteristics described in today’s credit union business development
issues. However the credit union management and
operations for the possible internationalization could
be theoretical priorities. Excessively a short summary
of the credit unions’ chronicle is presented.
Variety of sources in financial literature offers different
credit union definitions but given all the mixture of
credit union concept brings the same unified characteristics of credit unions. Literature on credit unions
generally describes them as a co-operative financial
institution providing financial services to a certain
group of people connected by common membership
criteria.
Meanwhile the majority of this study was done on the
basis of nowadays credit unions experience. Moreover the majority of the data was assembled from the
Lithuania’s credit unions legal regulations and practical experience. Lithuania’s credit union is defined
by law as a credit institution that meets its members’
needs for economic and social activities, that has a
license and can receive deposits and other repayable
funds from them and to lend those funds to participants according to the Law on the non-professional
market associates. Credit unions are entitled to pursue other statutory financial services according to the
Law and assume the associated risks and responsibilities (Lithuania’s Law on Credit Unions 1995, Law on
the Development of Small and Middle Business of
the Republic of Lithuania 1998).
Credit unions activities are based on the fundamental
principles of co-operative unions and are in general notfor-profit organizations. Moreover an each member is
an owner who has the only one vote. Membership in
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credit unions affects organic structure of a particular
group of people. Each credit union member must buy
shares and become the owner of the credit union.
In some countries, “credit union” concept replaces
terms such as co-operative financial institutions,
micro-credit or self-help organizations, co-operative
banks. European Union countries however often use
the term a co-operative bank. In many countries - especially in the Western Europe - credit co-operatives
have grown into the large co-operative banks that provide full banking services. Nevertheless their management remains based on the same principle - co-operative banks are owned by co-operative members and
governing bodies are elected by the same rule - “one
member, one vote.” Credit unions differ from cooperative banks in the one important respect. A credit union
- unlike a bank branch - is a separate and autonomous
company controlled by its members. Moreover these
members are both owners and customers and they are
responsible for the company’s progress, growth and
profitability. Co-operative banks in their membership
are defined sometimes by membership in a particular
economical or geographical region. Quite similar the
credit union could be a public community partner.
Moreover credit unions very often help proprietors
and small businesses with a credit to create new jobs.
It should be noted that the article analyzes activities of
credit unions rather than co-operative banks.
Taking a closer look at the credit unions it could
be useful to analyze empirical evidence from the
Lithuanian Central Credit Union (LCCU, LCKU in
Lithuanian). The LCCU is organized on the basis of
co-operative bodies as the corporate credit union. The
LCCU institution is established by the law of the Republic of Lithuania. The LCCU operates in accordance with the law on a registered credit institution
and it is acting as a co-operative company (Law on
the Central Credit Union of the Republic of Lithuania 2000). Central Credit Union operates on the basis
of share capital and the credit union’s liquidity and
solvency restoration functions.
Lithuanian’s credit unions supervisory authority is the
Bank of Lithuania. The supervisory authority of the
Republic of Lithuania acts according to:
− the Law on Credit Unions, and;
− the license issued by the credit unions supervision
administration;
− the Republic of Lithuania Law on Financial Institutions, and;

− the Bank of Lithuania supervisory regulations
(Lithuania's Law on Credit Unions, 1995).
Going back to some historical appearance of financial
co-operatives it is necessary to remark that the first
institution which was a possible credit union initiator has roots in the nineteenth century. Therefore the
business practices that today could be associated with
co-operatives, was launched by weavers in Rochdale,
England, in 1844. Besides a membership in this, consumers organized co-operatives was free. That co-operative fund had the democratic control and all profits
were returned to members. Moreover the education
of the members of the co-operative was regarded as
a vital issue and is known as the Rochdale principle
nowadays. Therefore these co-operatives have formed
the basis for the principles on which co-operatives
around the world operate to this day. Moreover the
overwhelming majority of the credit unions are operating according to these co-operatives rules.
The first cooperative credit society in the world was
founded in Heddesdorf, Germany in 1850’s. The Heddesdorf credit union was organized in Bavaria. Even
before that some co-operatives for self-help purposes
were established. Friedrich Raiffeisen (Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen, 1818–1888) motivated by the misery
of the unfortunate part of the population founded the
Society for Bread and Grain Supply during the starvation of winter 1847. Raiffeisen conceived of the idea
of cooperative self-help during his tenure as the young
mayor of Flammersfeld. Furthermore the bread society as well as the mutual aid society was founded in
Flammersfeld, in 1849. Therefore the charitable society created in Heddesdorf was the ante-cooperative
society based on the principle of cooperative assistance. Later Raiffeisen began to develop district and
national associations and the central financial institutions. Besides the first credit union in Lithuania, then
called the Savings Lending Company (Taupmenų
skolinimosi bendrovė, in Lithuanian) was established
in Pabiržė, 1871.
Therefore since the mid of the nineteenth century a
member-owned financial co-operative or credits co-operative movement was widely developed in the majority of European Nations as well as in another countries
around the world. Since then credit unions have more
or less positive trends. Moreover these trends has an increasing magnitude in the beginning of the twenty first
century. The following table shows the credit unions
member statistics during the years 2005 - 2010.
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Table No 1. Credit Unions’ Global Development Trend in 2005 - 2010.
Year

Number of
Countries

Credit Unions
Number

Credit Unions ‘
Dynamics 2005=1

Members

Change in number
of members

2005

92

42705

1

157103072

1

2006

96

46367

1,09

172007510

1,09

2007

96

49134

1,06

177383728

1,03

2008

97

53689

1,09

185800237

1,05

2009

97

49330

0,92

183916050

0,99

2010

100

52945

1,07

187986967

1,02

Source: Author’s Calculations from the International Credit Union System Statistical Report, 2011.

Table No 2. The World Credit Unions Accumulated Data in 2001-2010.
Year

Deposits (US $)

Loans (US $)

Reserves (US $)

Assets (US $)

2001

530.450.127.834

393.588.341.911

60.352.532.307

605.518.296.805

2002

589.219.828.002

424.950.529.304

67.419.839.501

676.049.302.487

2003

656.370.220.745

482.574.187.446

74.674.165.182

758.478.695.455

2004

707.438.184.755

531.418.500.904

82.926.748.099

824.653.392.302

2005

763.819.930.158

612.201.609.601

91.557.493.495

894.454.835.782

2006

904.120.858.300

758.208.659.672

106.825.743.418

1.092.135.905.636

2007

987.861.248.618

847.896.069.374

115.358.461.836

1.181.465.915.014

2008

995.741.235.545

847.058.749.226

115.316.544.867

1.193.811.863.722

2009

1.145.851.168.440

911.752.609.007

119.738.181.488

1.352.608.897.477

2010

1.229.389.373.992

960.089.324.653

131.659.476.972

1.459.605.561.772

Source: International Credit Union System Statistical report, 2011.

Therefore it is obvious that the world global credit
unions accumulated deposits increased each year
since the 2001st. The biggest amount of deposits was
accepted in the year 2010. The growth rate was 7.29
percent if compared with the previous year. Moreover
the increase in the decade was 2.3 times as compared
2010 to the 2001 (see Table 2).

3. Internationalization Theories Applicable to
the Credit Union’s Business
Internationalization of the activities theoretically is
inspired greatly by the intensified international economic relations practice. Many large companies began
to intensify their rush to foreign country markets.
All activities of internationalization development
theories can be conditionally divided into two major groups - the Uppsala internationalization theory that was pioneered by Swedish scientists - J. Johansen,
162

F. Wiedersheim-Paul, J. E. Vahlne and the operational stages theory of the internationalization process of
innovation and factor theory studies, that are represented by the United States of America scientists - W.
J. Bilkey, G. Tesar, M. R. Czinkot, S.T. Cavusgil, S.
D. Reid and others (Figueira-de-Lemos et al. 2011).
Economic decisions based on the approach to traditional internationalization theories and models of internationalization, which is maximizing the specific
economic aspects (Andersson et al. 2004, Berkema et
al. 1998, Calof 1993,1994, Liesch 1999, Manolova
2002):
− Internationalization and the internationalization
of the number of transactions cost theory is understood as dependent on economic decisions, how credit unions making strategic decisions in international
business - chosen markets, access to them ways out
business. These theories is that the credit union, the
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choice between alternatives, based on rational economic criteria such as cost, risk and control, gives the
internationalization decisions;
− Resource-based theory explains the internationalization of the credit union's strategic decisions, which
depend on the capabilities and components resulting
from a controlled to certain resources, such as general
human capital, management know-how, manufacturing know-how and access to financial capital.
Evolutionary behavioral approaches to the internationalization stage theory known as the process theory
says that the credit union is a gradual process of internationalization. There are two stages of the theories
of these schools:
− Uppsala internationalization model (U-model),
argues that internationalization is a long and gradual process, some credit unions are becoming more
aware of foreign markets and, thereby, increasing its
resources in order to increase the degree of foreign
involvement;
− Innovation-based internationalization model
(I‑model) shows the credit union operations internationalization stages. Uppsala and the main difference
between the models is that the internationalization
of innovation-based model explains the internationalization of the credit union as a result of managerial innovation in which each stage of the innovation.
Operational level I-model is based on the export share
in total sales figures, which may influence the credit
union involvement in international activity.
The network model of internationalization of markets is used to analyze the relationship between the
credit union networks. The main causes of these networks are that credit unions need extensive knowledge about each other to work together. Typically,
such knowledge is dispersed, and credit unions need
to be in long-term relationships in order to absorb
this knowledge (Alimienė et al. 2004). That could be
characterized by the increasing internationalization of
the credit union and the geographic extent of involvement in foreign activities. There is a wide-reaching
internationalization based on these interpretations.
Perhaps the most popular concept of internationalization is the Uppsala model, explaining the marketoriented operations in the establishment of forms and
techniques.

4. Aspects of Credit Unions Sustainable
Development
Summarizing credit unions operations in international markets could be appropriate to overview theoretical research on the development of credit union
performance. Mutual aid is beneficial for a credit union sustainable growth as well as for the responsibility
for credit union members. Credit union strength and
success depend on the credit union members intentions to pursue common goals, share experiences and
work together. A lot of that happens at the level of individual credit unions. Besides a united system of organizations is working to facilitate processes of credit
unions from the local to an international level. Analyzing the credit union system trends in various foreign countries, the researchers (Ferguson et al. 2002,
McCarthy et al. 2001) generally distinguishes three
stages of credit union and other cooperative financial
institution systems development; The credit unions
in the level of development; Transitional period; Mature credit union system (Ferguson, McKillop). On
the other hand there is an another approach; Credit
unions in the formation stage; The national credit union system phase; International credit union system
phase (MacPherson). Besides the existence of credit
unions in the first or second level of development
does not guarantee the transition to the next level of
development; it can only be ensured by the consistent
development of integration processes in the system.
Moreover the development of a credit union analysis
suggests that further development of the network of
credit unions associated with the credit union services
with the development of new technologies, risk management, strengthening their network stability and liquidity. Following the development of credit unions,
there is an evident dependence on sociological - economic factors (Dudzevičiūtė 2006). The data study
revealed that about 96 percent of the variation in the
credit unions’ number has a direct correlation with
the average wage trends in the Lithuanian economy,
with the GDP per capita figure and the rate of foreign
banks share in the banks’ system total capital. This
analysis suggests that the banking sector privatization
have had the direct impact on the credit union network increase.
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5. Empirical Evidence from Credit Unions in
Lithuania
This section presents a short overview of the empirical research on Lithuanian credit unions. Objective
of this part is to analyze the Lithuanian credit unions
with international management practices and to examine whether the credit union operations internationalization dominated the logical system of international practice and resources exchange of entities. The
main revealed obstacles could be a limited membership in a credit union by territorial, professional and
citizenship status, occasional international exchanges
of information on products, services and management
good practice. An analysis of publications and credit unions’ web sites provided really useful information. Lithuania had the Central Credit Union and 68
credit unions in more than 114 thousand members in
2011. Lithuanian credit unions members share capital increased the each following year since 2005 (see
Table 3). It occurred despite the global financial crisis
that has an extremely negative impact on Lithuania’s
economy in 2009 (the country’s GDP decreased by
more than 17 percent).
Table No 3. Members Share Accumulated Capital in
Lithuania’s Credit Unions in 2005-2010.
Members
Members share
share capital
capital (in
(in million Litas) million Euros )
2005
31.3
9.07
Year

Change over
the previous
year
1

2006

46.6

13.5

1.49

2007

67.9

19.67

1.46

2008

92.5

26.79

1.36

2009

108

31.28

1.17

2010

135.8

39.33

1.26

Source: Author’s calculations
Credit unions share capital increased by 54.82 percent
in 2005. Moreover credit union members share capital increased by 48.86 percent, in the following year.
The member share capital of credit unions increased by
nearly 46 percent, in 2007. In 2008, credit union share
capital increased by 36.23 percent. Just because of the
impact of the global financial crisis credit union share
capital increased only by 16.76 percent, in 2009. However in 2010 the credit union share capital increased by
25.74 percent. Nevertheless the global financial crisis
showed its impact on Lithuania’s credit unions in the
164

terms of accumulated profits (see Table 4).
Table No 4. The Accumulated Profit of Lithuania’s
Credit Unions in 2005-2010.

Year

The
Accumulated
Profit (in
million Litas)

The
Accumulated
Profit (in
million Euros)

Change over
the previous
year

2005

1.7

0.49

1

2006

2.3

0.67

1.35

2007

2.7

0.78

1.17

2008

0.7

0.2

0.26

2009

-5.3

-1.53

-7.57

2010

-5.4

-1.56

1.02

Source: Author’s Calculations
Fifty three credit unions were profitable but ten credit
unions have experienced financial losses and the one
credit union had expenses equal to its earned income
in 2005. The accumulated profits for the all credit
unions of Lithuania was 1,692.3 thousand Litas. This
result was higher than 907.5 thousand Litas in 2004
and the highest figure since 1995. Profit growth was
influenced by the increase in credit union activity. Fifty eight credit unions earned a profit, eight credit unions have suffered losses in 2006. Total profit reached
2,272.7 thousand Litas for the all credit unions. It
was 35 percent more than in 2005. Furthermore fifty
nine credit unions earned a profit and eight credit unions experienced a loss. Totally credit accumulated
2,722.4 thousand Litas in 2007. Nonetheless forty
seven credit unions were profitable and twenty suffered a loss in the eve of the recent financial crisis.
Totally credit unions earned only 0.7 million Litas in
2008. Unfortunately the credit unions had 5.3 million Litas accumulated losses in 2009. As a sign of
some recovery thirty seven credit unions were profitable and thirty one had losses in 2010. Entirely the
credit unions had 5.4 million Litas losses in this year.
Valuating Lithuania’s credit unions internationalization the following realities also can be an indicator for
the international cooperation issues. Lithuanian credit
unions represented by the Lithuanian Central Credit
Union (hereinafter - LCCU), actively participates in
the activities of international rights. Moreover the
LCCU has a membership in the following international organizations: Proxfin organization; European
Association of Cooperative Banks; MasterCard Inter-
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national. (Proxfin is an international network of thirty
community finance institutions and Développement
international Desjardins (DID) whose members have
made a commitment to work towards the dual objectives of financial performance and social impact
which they consider inseparable (Proxfin, 2012). European Association of Cooperative Banks (hereinafter
- EACB) EACB unites all members of Europe’s biggest co-operative banks whose assets represent about
20 percent of the retail banking market in Europe.
MasterCard International or “MasterCard’s” is one of
the world’s largest consumer credit card payment system operator based in New York).
Meanwhile Lithuanian emigrants abroad also established their credit unions since the mid of twentieth
century. It could be mentioned that the Lithuanian
credit unions exist around the world. Lithuanians established credit unions in their largest colonies - the
United States (Lithuanian Credit Union in Los Angeles (since 1962), Lithuanian credit union “Taupa” in
Cleveland, Lithuanian Federal Credit Union “Taupa”
in Boston (since 1981), the California Lithuanian
Credit Union in Santa Monica (since 1969), Canada - Montreal Lithuanian credit Union “Litas”,
Lithuanian credit cooperative “Parama” (“Support”)
in Toronto (since 1952), Lithuanian credit cooperative “Talka” Hamilton, Canada (operates since 1955),
“Prisikėlimas” (“The Resurrection”) credit cooperative in Toronto, Lithuanian credit union “Talka” in
Melbourne, Australia).

6. Conclusions
During the process of the accelerating European Union integration distrust in financial institutions is a
quite overcritical issue. This uncertainty has a tendency to increase rapidly because of the recent financial
system crisis. Therefore credit unions could be one of
the main participants increasing the sustainable development of financial institutions especially in the
retail market segment. Moreover credit unions had to
think about integration into the international markets. Sometime it could be necessary to solve problems offering strategic decisions in the internationalization of credit unions activities. Furthermore the
internationalization of the credit union activities can
help in the restoration of the trust in financial institutions and - even more important - to increase the
number of its members.
On the other hand credit unions should estimate in-

dividual needs of a consumer (and a market) and do
not always apply the same standardization strategy as
other credit institutions in gaining the competitive
advantage in global markets. Therefore the internationalization of activities of the credit unions could
help to achieve a required result. Thus necessary policies and procedures can help to organize and monitor
their activities and to ensure smooth and safe operations. Moreover credit unions must comply with the
laws and requirements of the provisions of the credit
union in order to help implement good business practice and experience.
In addition results from the analysis of credit unions’
legal regulation in Lithuania uncover that different
amendments to the Law on credit unions is a permanent dimension. Significant event in Lithuania’s
credit union system development is the adoption of
the Law on the Central Credit Union and the Law
on deposit insurance. Besides the adoption of the
Law on Financial institutions has very little influence for credit union operations in practice. However
the credit union sustainable development trends and
prospects are rarely analyzed in contemporary scientific publications. Therefore more detailed studies are
lacking in the credit union development prospects
and forecasts. Since the mid of nineteenth century
credits co-operative movement was widely developed
in the majority of nations around the world. Still then
credit unions demonstrate quite positive trends. Furthermore these trends have an increasing ratio in the
twenty first century.
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1. Introduction
Properly functioning institutions are essential for
sustainable development in the realization of social,
economic, and environmental aims set by the society
(Helm, 1998). The importance of institutions and
their impact on economic development emerged in
the 1970s with the North Douglas work on institutions. North (1991) emphasizes the importance of
institutions. He claims that institutions provide the
incentive structure of an economy and that, as the
structure evolves; it shapes the direction of economic
movement towards growth, stagnation or decline.
Nevertheless, institutions, according to scientists,
could obtain different meaning. North (1994) perceives institutions as humanly devised formal and
informal constraints, respectively, rules, laws, constitutions, and norms of behaviour, conventions, and
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

self-imposed codes of conduct. Those formal and informal constrains, respectively, define the incentive
structure of societies and, specifically, economies.
North (1991) distinguishes institutions and organizations by indicating, that it is the interaction between institutions and organizations that shapes the
institutional evolution of an economy. If institutions
are the rules of the game, organizations and their entrepreneurs are the players. Institutions are humanly
devised constraints that structure human interaction.
Organizations are made up of groups of individuals
bound together by some common purpose to achieve
certain objectives. To generalize that approach, it
could be stated that institutions and organizations
must be two interacting parties, the first of which
sets rules or transmits those, which are already set,
and another party (i.e. organizations), which acts ac-
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cordingly to the established rules. Hodgson (2006)
provides critical comment about North’s proposed
definition of institutions, i.e. that institutions and
organizations are not synonymous. Hodgson (2006)
starts from distinguishing the main characteristic
features of institutions and later uses those characteristics for comparison of organizations with institutions. Hodgson (2006) recalls that “organizations
are special institutions that involve (a) criteria to
establish their boundaries and to distinguish their
members from non-members, (b) principles of sovereignty concerning who is in charge, and (c) chains
of command delineating responsibilities within the
organization“. The World Bank (2003) provides a
definition of institutions as “the rules and organizations, including informal norms that coordinate
human behavior. Tvaronavičienė et al. (2009) assert
that notion of institution is much wider than notion
of organization and institutions could be considered
in a broad and narrow sense. In a broad sense, the
notion of institution embraces organizations, while
in a narrow sense North’s approach can be adopted,
i.e. “if institutions are the rules of the game, organizations and their entrepreneurs are the players“(North
1994: 361). Williamson (2000) identified four levels
of institutions: the highest level of the institutional
hierarchy provides the basic foundations for society’s
institutions. It encompasses informal institutions,
customs, traditions, ethics and social norms, religion
and some aspects of language and cognition. The
basic institutional environment or, according to the
author, the formal rules of game belong to level two.
At this level constitutions, political systems and basic
human rights are defined; property rights and their
allocation; laws, courts and related institutions to
enforce political, human rights and property rights,
money, basic financial institutions, and the government’s power to tax; laws and institutions governing
migration, trade and foreign investment rules; and the
political, legal and economic mechanisms that facilitate changes in the basic institutional environment.
Institutions of governance are “the play of the game”
(prices, wages, costs, quantities bought and sold). Scientists asserting prime importance of the institutions
in the process of development have disagreements on
the range of questions, for example, the definition of
institution (whether political and economic institutions should be distinguished; whether institutions
and organizations are synonymous, etc.). Another
point of polemics concerns the origin of institution,
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i.e. endogenous versus exogenous one (Gwartney
et. al. 2006; Cervellati et al. 2004; Helliwell 1994;
Schwartz 2003; Aoki 2001; Acemoglu et al. 2001;
Greif 1998). And the last, even admitting those pitfalls of interpretation, we still need to select indicators reflecting institutional state in order to be able
to take into account institutional development input
into the achieved aggregated sustainable development
level. Acemoglu and Robinson (2008) claim that differences in economic institutions serve as the main
determinant of prosperity across different countries.
Economic institutions are seen as “collective choices
that are the outcome of a political process“, i.e. “depend on the nature of political institutions and the
distribution of political power in society“. Acemoglu
and Robinson (2008) distinguish two types of institutions: economic and political. Political institutions
condition efficiency of economic ones. Economic
institutions, in their turn, are the main players consequently determining the level of sustainable development. While admitting that economic institutions
are shaped by political ones, the authors state that
they have “a highly preliminary understanding of the
factors that lead a society into a political equilibrium
which supports good economic institutions“. According to the authors, some examples of political
transitions leading to accomplishment of economic
outcomes ex post could be observed. Nevertheless,
good practices do not lead to clear frameworks. We
can add that according to Acemoglu and Robinson
(2008) the role of geographic, cultural and human
interaction determinants in strengthening economic
institutions remains unclear. To generalize, the impression is that the authors’ distinguished economic
and political institutions can be equally efficiently
renamed respectively into “organizations” and “state
institutions” or policies. Tvaronavičienė et al. (2009)
suggest a contextual framework, i.e. institutions embrace organizations in their direct understanding
and to consider further institutional impact on the
sustainable development processes need to take into
account both exogenous (outer) and indigenous (inner) stimuli to expand on various possible modes.
For estimation purposes the authors of this paper
will consider the role of institutions as environment
conditioning tools. The better institutional performance at separately taken country, the better performance of organizations-market players and the faster
sustainable development processes.
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2. Measurement of Institutions: Selection of
Indicators
To choose a set of indicators reflecting institutional
facets, suitable for further analysis, i.e. for processing by mathematical methods, such as multi-criteria
ones, is a complicated task. Rodrik (2000) raised a
question, which institutions are important and consequently (we reckon) what effects should be measurable. E.g., the following facets of institutional
impact are being listed: property rights, macroeconomic stabilization, social insurance, and conflict
management. Evaluation of institutional quality
and indicators proposed by the Freedom House, the
Fraser Institute, and the Heritage Foundation are
widely used by scientists. The Heritage Foundation
composes Index of Economic Freedom, which covers 10 freedoms: Business Freedom, Trade Freedom,
Fiscal Freedom, Government Freedom, Monetary
Freedom, Investment Freedom, Financial Freedom,
Property Freedom, Freedom for Corruption and Labor Freedom. All these areas are important to sustainable development. According to the Freedom
House, the quality of institutions is measured by
grading areas which affect sustainable development.
The two main categories have been selected: Political Rights and Civil Liberties. Political Rights are
based on ten political questions grouped into three
subcategories: Electoral Process (3 questions), Political Pluralism and Participation (4), and Functioning
of Government (3) and Civil Liberties based on 15
questions grouped into four subcategories: Freedom
of Expression and Belief (4 questions), Associational
and Organizational Rights (3), Rule of Law (4), and
Personal Autonomy and Individual Rights (4). The
Freedom House Index or Freedom in the World is
an average of the two indices: Political Rights and
Civil Liberties. The Index of Economic Freedom
in the world constructed by Gwartney and Lawson
(2003) measures the degree to which the policies
and institutions of the countries are supportive of
economic freedom. That Index measures the degree
of economic freedom in related areas and embraces
following facets: Size of Government, Expenditures,
Taxes, Enterprises; Legal Structure and Security of
Property Rights; Access to Sound Money; Freedom
to Trade Internationally; Regulation of Credit, Labor, Business (Fraser Institute 2011). The widely used
measure of institutions is the Worldwide Governance
Indicators (WGI) constructed by Kaufmann et al.

(2005). The World Governance Indicators measure
six dimensions of governance: Voice and Accountability; Political Stability and Absence of Violence/
Terrorism; Government Effectiveness; Regulatory
Quality; Rule of Law; Control of Corruption. To
our minds while tackling institutional development
impact on sustainable development, it is reasonable to distinguish two general groups of indicators:
economic indicators and institutional indicators. It
is obvious that those groups in some respect overlap (e.g. Redek, Sušjan 2005) and any attribution to
one or another group is rather conditional (Grybaitė,
Tvaronavičienė 2008; Tvaronavičienė et al. 2008;
Tvaronavičienė, Grybaitė, Tvaronavičius 2008).
While agreeing, that economic indicators would embrace major macroeconomic and some social facets
(Table 1. Economic Indicators), let us concentrate
further very specifically on the indicators, which do
not fall under economic development characteristics.
Many authors (Ulubasoglu, Doucouliagos 2004)
agree that both political and economic freedoms impact growth significantly and, as they claim, it has a
positive effect. The authors indicate a wide array of
possibly important aspects, which should be taken
into account.
The following indicators, as reflecting institutional
impact on sustainable development processes are being selected, i.e. four aggregated Worldwide Governance indicators: Rule of Law (measuring perceptions
of the extent to which agents have confidence in and
abide by the rules of society, and, in particular the
quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the
police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of
crime and violence), Government Effectiveness Index
(measuring perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of
its independence from political pressures, the quality
of policy formulation and implementation, and the
credibility of the government’s commitment to such
policies), Voice and Accountability (captures perceptions of the extent to which a country’s citizens are
able to participate in selecting their government, as
well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and free media) and, Regulatory Quality (captures perceptions of the ability of the government to
formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and promote private sector development). The Heritage Foundation embraces the
Index of Economic Freedom, which covers freedoms
from property rights to entrepreneurship. Into the
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list of indicators authors include the Corruption Perception Index developed by Transparency International. The index measures the degree to which public sector corruption is perceived to exist. The level of
citizen’s confidence in the EU institutions describes to
what extent the confidence of the European citizens
in the European institutions is perceived, E-government availability online, in per cent, Voter turnout in
national elections, in per cent. The indicator makes a
contribution towards the two renewed sustainable
development strategy policy guiding principles ‘open
and democratic society’ and ‘involvement of citizens’
(Eurostat 2011). Major economic and some social
facets embrace socio-economic indicators (Table 1).
Table 1. Set of Indicators
Institutional

Social-Economic

Voice and accountability
Regulatory quality
Government Effectiveness
Index
Rule of Law
Index of Economic
Freedom
Corruption Perception
Index
E-government on-line
availability, in per cent
Voter turnout in national
elections, in per cent
Level of citizen’s confidence
in the EU institutions

Real GDP per capita (euro per
inhabitant)
Total R&D expenditure, % of
GDP
Annual average inflation rate
Business investment, % of GDP
Level of the Internet accesshouseholds
Labour productivity per person
employed
General government debt
FDI intensity
Inequality of income distribution
Unemployment rate, annual
average

The listed indicators will comprise institutional indicator group, while estimating relative sustainable
development level of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
Indicators included into the set meet the following
requirements (Bruntland 1987; Disano 2002): they
do not contradict each other; they can be put into
the hierarchical range according to significance; they
are intrinsic to all considered countries; numeric values of the chosen indicators are available. The indicators are attributed to two groups, representing, respectively, socio-economic and institutional aspects
of development.

3. Evaluation of Relative Sustainable
Development in the Baltic Countries
Indicators’ set is composed ad hoc to reflect the institutional aspect of sustainable development. To put
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it in another way we suggest the set of indicators,
which is customized for research purposes, i.e. is suitable for revelation of relative impact of institutional
development on aggregated level of sustainable development. Composing indicators’ set, modeling different significances and application of multi-criteria
evaluation on data of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia,
would allow us to reveal limits, within which obtained results could fluctuate. Fluctuation range, in
its turn, would indicate how much results could be
affected by application of different development estimation premises. Multi-criteria methods, as a rule,
use experts’ questioning. For countries’ comparisons
multi-criteria methods, which conventionally suggest participation of experts, are usually applied. We
assert that the so-called “experts” in that particular
case would express only their personal beliefs and
values; discussion about, what aspects of development are more significant, is too great and complex
to be wrapped up by experts. Opinions about more
or less significant development sides can vary; experts
could be biased. Switching from experts’ questioning
to modeling of significances of the indicators included into the set, would allow us to reveal how much
results could change if differently thinking groups of
experts would be employed. The revealed differences
are seen as tertiary data letting to judge the impact
of institutional development on sustainable development level, when different approaches to significances of economic and institutional aspects are being
adopted. Multi-criteria methods allow to aggregate
values of indicators, included into the system, and obtain the value of one integral indicator. That integral
indicator would represent the measure of considered
countries’ development at particular moment. Computing of such indicators for a period of 2004‑2010
enables deriving tendency of development of a concrete country. Integral indicators computed for the
Baltic countries would allow comparing countries
and getting insights of their development specifics.
The technique of integral indicator computing may
differ depending on the multi-criteria method applied. We will use the most popular two methods:
Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) and multi-criteria
complex proportional method (MCP) (Saaty 1980,
1994; Ginevičius et al. 2006; Ginevičius 2006, 2008;
Ginevičius, Podvezko 2008a, b; Zavadskas et al.
2006, 2008; Zavadskas 2008; Turskis et al. 2009).
Not going into details, we just recall principles of
multi-criteria methods’ application. Multi-criteria
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methods are devised to connect the product of two
values. The first value is significance or weight of a
particular indicator included into system; the second
value is the value of the indicator, for which significance has been determined. Usually significance is set
as decimals, sum of which is equal to one. The first
value is significance or weight of a particular indicator included into the system; the second value is the
value of the indicator, for which significance has been
determined. Usually significances are set as decimals,
the sum of which is equal to one (1):
m

∑w
i =1

i

averaged period of 2004-2010 Estonia is the country, which among the Baltic countries achieved the
highest level of development (after the EU-15). According to the calculations, Lithuania and Latvia appear in the second and the third place, respectively.
The application of the SAW method provides us with
similar results (see Figure 1, 2).
EU27

EU15
First situation

=1

Estonia

Second situation
Third situation

,

where wi – i- significance of considered indicator;
m – number of indicators included into system
(i = 1,...,n). In our case multi-criteria evaluation was
performed on 19 indicators’ basis (Table 1). Development of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia was estimated taking annual values of considered indicators rij
(i = 1, ... m; j = 1, ..., n), where m – number of indicators, n – number of countries.
We adopted an idea to model mathematically plausibly three different approaches to development; the
first one would emphasize institutional aspects of development, the second one would emphasize socioeconomic aspects, and in the third case all indicators included into the system would be considered
as equally significant. Comparisons of resulting aggregated indicators’ values would reveal how much
adopted approach reflected by attributed significances affects the final result. To get answers to the raised
scientific question, three different situations are being mathematically modeled. In the first situation institutional aspects of development are considered as
the most important and, appropriately, institutional
indicators receive the highest significances. In the
second situation economic aspects are more stressed,
hence, higher significances are attributed to them. In
the third situation economic and institutional aspects
are considered equally important; hence, all the indicators receive equal significance. (see Table 3, 4, 5).
As noted above, in the first modeled situation we assume that institutional aspects of development are
being emphasized. Hence, economic indicators are
being considered as less important in comparison
with institutional ones, when the level of sustainable development is estimated. The application of
the MCP method provides us with results: in the
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Figure1. Aggregated Assessment of the Baltic Countries in the EU Context during the Averaged Period
of 2004-2010; MCP Method.
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Figure 2. Aggregated Assessment of the Baltic Countries in the EU Context during the Averaged Period
of 2004-2010; SAW Method.
The EU-15 countries appear to be better developed
than Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. If the European
context is taken into consideration, the EU-15 countries get into the first place, Estonia gets into the second place, the EU-27 get into the third place, and
the fourth and the fifth is occupied by Lithuania and
Latvia, respectively. As we see, the EU-15 countries
remain in the first place in all three modeled situations
applying two different methods – MPS and SAW. In
the second mathematically modeled situation socioeconomic aspects of development are stressed; the
highest significances are attributed to the indicators
included into the group of economic ones (Table 4).
Data employed in the calculations represent math171
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ematical averages of the selected indicators, computed for the period of 2004-2010. Rationale behind
choosing of averages lies in the following considerations. As we know, macroeconomic conditions during the last years have been changing drastically in
the majority of countries. The notion of sustainable
development embraces a vast array of dimension of
development, hence, to avoid distortions we decided
to base our countries’ comparisons on the period averages, as providing more objective insights into the
processes of sustainable development. Aggregated
indexes computed for Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
the old European Union (EU-15), and the extended
European Union (EU-27) countries for averaged period of 2004-2010 let us draw the following conclusions. (Figure 1, 2). The EU-15 countries remain in
the first place; however, the SAW and MCP methods
provide us with rather different results: Estonia and
the EU-27 countries change their position, and we
see the EU-27 in the second place, Estonia in the
third place, Latvia in the fourth place and Lithuania
in the fifth place (Figure 1). Note the first situation
when Lithuania was in the fourth place. However,
when the SAW method is applied (Figure 2), we see
different situation while, the results remain the same
as in the first modeled situation. In the third modeled situation we assume that socio-economic and institutional aspects of development are being treated
as equally important, and, hence, equal significances
are attributed to all the indicators included into the
sustainable development system. The application of
multi-criteria method provides us with rather similar
results as in the first situation, where greater significances are attributed to the institutional indicators.
In the averaged period of 2004-2010, Estonia is the
country, which among the Baltic countries achieved
the highest level of development (after the EU-15).
The same applies if compared with the first situation:
Estonia surpasses the EU-27 countries. According to
the calculations, Lithuania and Latvia appear, in the
fourth and fifth place, respectively (Figure 1 and 2)
(Application of both multi-criteria methods (SAW
and MPC) provides us with rather similar results). If
the European context is taken into consideration, the
EU-15 countries get into the first place, the EU-27
gets into the third place, the second place (third in
the second situation (MCP method)) is occupied by
Estonia, the fourth and the fifth places are occupied
by Lithuania and Latvia, respectively. To conclude,
the application of different methods provides us with
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rather similar results, with exception of the second
situation when applying the MCP method. Note
that in all three situations Estonia was in the second
place except the second situation according to the
MCP method (see Table 2).
Table 2. Countries’ Ranking according to Generalized Situational Results
1 situation

2 situation

3 situation

MCP

SAW

MCP

SAW

MCP

SAW

EU(15)

1

1

1

1

1

1

EU(27)

3

3

2

3

3

3

Estonia

2

2

3

2

2

2

Lithuania

4

4

5

4

4

4

Latvia

5

5

4

5

5

5

Conclusions
The scientists asserting prime importance of the institutions in the process of development have disagreements
on the range of questions, for example, the definition
of institution (whether political and economic institutions should be distinguished; whether institutions and
organizations are synonymous, origin of institution,
i.e. endogenous versus exogenous, etc.). Despite the
fact, that there are no consensus about the definition of
institutions, scientist agree, that properly functioning
institutions are essential for sustainable development in
the realization of social, economic, and environmental
aims set by the society.
Tackling institutional development impacts on sustainable development in their research the authors distinguish two general groups of indicators: economic and
institutional ones. It is obvious, that those groups overlap in some respect; therefore the selection of sustainable indicators’ system is complicated and partly subjective. For multi-criteria evaluations, the indicators’
system has to be sufficiently concise, comprising indicators quantitatively available. Hence, reflecting institutional performance requires shortcut of other aspects
of sustainable development.
To summarize the specifics of application of multi-criteria method, we need to emphasize that despite the
fact that methods are quite different the selection for
particular methods for research, has less impact on calculation results, than the attributed significance to one
or other group of indicators.
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0.19

1.00%

0.01

0.19

1.00%

0.01

0.19

1.00%

0.01

0.19

1.00%

0.01

0.19

1.00%

0.01

General government debt

0.19

1.00%

0.01

FDI investment intensity

0.19

1.00%

0.01

Inequality of income
distribution

0.19

1.00%

0.01

Tvaronavičienė, M.; Grybaitė, V.; Tvaronavičius, M.
2008. Economic and other Development Aspects of
the Baltic Countries: Estimation issues. The 5th International Scientific Conference „Business and Management’2008 “selected papers (Vilnius, May 16–17,
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Unemployment rate, %
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Rule of Law
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0.10
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Regulatory quality
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0.10
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Annual inflation rate
Business investment, % of
GDP
Level of the Internet access
to households
Labour productivity per
person employed

Institutional
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Table 4. The second situation. Socio-economic aspects of development are considered as the most important and, appropriately, socio-economic indicators receive the highest significance.
Indicators

Significance

Score

Socio-economic
GDP-current prices (euro
per inhabitant)
Total R&D expenditure %
of GDP

9.53%

0.10

1.81

9.53%

0.10

1.81

9.53%

0.10

1.81

9.53%

0.10

1.81

9.53%

0.10

1.81

9.53%

0.10

General government debt

1.81

9.53%

0.10

FDI investment intensity

1.81

9.53%

Inequality of income
distribution

1.81

Unemployment rate, %

1.81

Business investment, % of
GDP
Level of the Internet access
to households
Labour productivity per
person employed

Indicators

Significance

Score

Socio-economic
1.81

Annual inflation rate

Table 5. The third situation. Socio-economic and institutional aspects are considered equally important;
hence, all the indicators receive equal significance.

GDP-current prices (euro
per inhabitant)
Total R&D expenditure %
of GDP

1

5.26%

0.05

1

5.26%

0.05

1

5.26%

0.05

1

5.26%

0.05

1

5.26%

0.05

1

5.26%

0.05

General government debt

1

5.26%

0.05

0.10

FDI investment intensity

1

5.26%

0.05

9.53%

0.10

Inequality of income
distribution

1

5.26%

0.05

9.53%

0.10

Unemployment rate, %

1

5.26%

0.05

Institutional

Annual inflation rate
Business investment, % of
GDP
Level of the Internet access
to households
Labour productivity per
person employed

Institutional

Rule of Law

0.1

0.53%

0.01

Rule of Law

1

5.26%

0.05

Voice and accountability

0.1

0.53%

0.01

Voice and accountability

1

5.26%

0.05

Government Effectiveness
Index

0.1

0.53%

0.01

Government Effectiveness
Index

1

5.26%

0.05

Regulatory quality

0.1

0.53%

0.01

Regulatory quality

1

5.26%

0.05

0.1

0.53%

0.01

1

5.26%

0.05

0.1

0.53%

0.01

1

5.26%

0.05

0.1

0.53%

0.01

1

5.26%

0.05

0.1

0.53%

0.01

1

5.26%

0.05

0.1

0.53%

0.01

1

5.26%

0.05

Level of citizen’s confidence
in the EU institutions
Index of Economic
Freedom
Corruption Perception
Index
E-government availability
online
Voter turnout in national
and EU parliament
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100.00% 100.00%

Level of citizen’s confidence
in the EU institutions
Index of Economic
Freedom
Corruption Perception
Index
E-government availability
online
Voter turnout in national
and EU parliament

19

100.00% 100.00%
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Abstract. Arguably World War II had a fundamental and profound impact on the Western culture, practices
and institutions. One central feature of this impact was the disillusionment with the capacity of social sciences
to help policymakers improve society. The past 60 or so years have seen a major crisis of identity throughout the
disciplines of social science. On one hand, positivism stood on the premise that the war was a result of irrational
and pseudoscientific totalitarian social theories; on the other hand, post-modernist (and various other “postisms”) raised doubts about the possibility of social science being something more than just another variation of
totalitarian ideology. This polarization has seen animated polemic and methodological confrontation with seemingly no victors. As a result, social science as a whole lost its reputation as a credible source of knowledge for successful action. A strand of social science reformers in various disciplines are trying to build alternative definitions
of what social science ought to constitute which would accommodate claims of both warring sides. However,
persuasive as these integrative attempts may be, such ideas are having a hard time of becoming the mainstream
of social science. By borrowing from institutionalist perspectives, this paper constructs an argument that the
reason for the lack of relevance of social science in business and policy is not so much a methodological weakness
of the science as it is the incompatibility of institutionalized interest between business and the academe.
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1. Introduction
Herbert Simon, a political scientist by training who
earned the Nobel Prize in Economics (1978) for a
study in what essentially can be attributed to management and/or public administration studies and
later expanded on his work by contributing to computer sciences and cognitive psychology, is a person
whose work transcends disciplines and all disciplines
are honoured to having him as one of their own. But
at the same time his case is illustrative of the gross
inadequacy of any organizational arrangements in
social science that are based on subject matter. The
very core of the added value of the work of a social
scientist is the novelty of finding connections between social phenomena that were not known previISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

ously. And this cannot possibly be helped by framing
his inquiry within a discipline. Yet, if the statement
above is possible to have broad agreement on, why
is it that scientific disciplines persist? Norkus (2008)
suggests that formation of social science disciplines is
contingent upon the needs of policy makers of other
founders of academic institutions. Modern social science disciplines, such as political science, were only
possible under democracy to study democracy; economics was needed only after capitalism was there to
be studied and so on. However, once a discipline is
established, it cannot be easily dissolved. There are
several attempts at explaining why the phenomenon
of institutional inertia occurs. Most of these explanations are variations upon a classical social science
problem of structure-agency relation. This paper
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claims that the institutionalization of a scientific discipline comes not only with a name but also with an
agenda. And this agenda over time may start to significantly differ from the needs of the outside society.
Consequently, the argument why businesses, policymakers and the academe might not be able to find a
common language is not the disparities in opinion
among academicians on the issues of methodology,
epistemology or ontology but, rather, disparities
among the interest of academic and other institutions, which may be so deep seeded that become unreflected and therefore almost impossible to uproot.

2. “Schizophrenia” of Social Science:
Structure-Agency Problem
Simon in his 1947 (1997) study says that social science can be suspected of being schizophrenic. On
one hand it describes history as grand schemes which
become reality because they are of superior rationality
compared to other scenarios. Here individuals have
no power to affect history and can only act rationally in-step with events or be swept away by them.
On the other end of the spectrum lie Froidian interpretations that all human action is irrational, driven
by instincts and therefore early childhood experience
events are radically unpredictable.
Simon himself has sided with the determinist camp.
For him rationality is a measurable element of social
reality. In the broadest sense adherents to this approach can be called positivists. Positivism for Simon
was a must for social science if it were to become
relevant in the true sense of the term “science”. In
1946 Simon attacked administrative theory as being
a methodologically unsound arena for production of
proverbs, which often are contradictory and do not
represent scientific knowledge. The method he called
for was the one borrowed from natural sciences which
saw social reality only as a more complex extension
of the natural world. For positivists the reason why
there is a lack of precision in measurement and predictions of social science research is an issue of technology, which in turn is an issue of time.
But positivism had always had its discontents. The
issue at the heart of positivist and anti-positivist debates can be traced to the question of human subjectivity. The most radical idea that renounced human
subjectivity can be attributed to the 18th century
French mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace who
suggested that if it were possible to know all the posi178

tions of all atoms at any one time, it would also be
possible to calculate all the past and future events.
The system that would have such ability would be
all-knowing. This deterministic approach that has
become known as Laplace’s demon is no longer considered feasible (Waldner 2002). Yet even if determinism in Laplacean terms is not the endgame for
science, the idea that human subjectivity can be objectivized is still an issue at large.
Empirically testing the idea that subjectivity is only
possible when there is “the Other” is a tricky issue
because we as persons live in the world filled with
others. Yet, in terms of interpersonal relations the
impossibility to transcend the “abyss of the Other”
is at the core of our subjectivity (Zizek et al. 2006).
Paradoxically by becoming objective we inevitably
subjectivize the other and vice versa. Science as an
institution can similarly be accused of being able to
exist only within a similar paradox on an inter-institutional level. According to Žižek, “objective” scientific knowledge is only possible in a society which
accepts “irrational” God (Zizek et al. 2006).
The problem for positivism can be summarized by
the fact that separating objects and subjects in social
inquiry is next to impossible because the researcher
can never rise above the society, he is lodged in it
himself and therefore is always subject to “double
contingency” (Luhmann 1995).
Double contingency manifests itself through the inability of individual to know the true motives of his
counterpart in any interaction (Luhmann 1995).
Therefore, one is always immersed in the idle attempts to interpret what the other means when he
or she says or does something. The positivist solution to this problem is the attempt to measure and
quantify behaviour (Bryman 2008). Yet, the value of
such knowledge is of little use in everyday practice.
Thus, we are faced with a seemingly insurmountable
problem. According to one approach, human motivations arise in the closed system of ego and alter ego
of the human psyche (and constitute human agency)
and both are unpredictable and irrational (Luhmann
1995). Conversely, the “scientific” approach to social
reality can only observe and generalize behaviour in
the belief that broader social forces (social structure)
ultimately determine human action.
The structure/agency debate can be considered the
core question for social theory which has characterized the academic debate throughout the history of
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modern social science (Ritzer 2008). The modernization of society is a complex process that continues to
fascinate historians. It has ushered a variety of structural changes in society, such as leisure, urbanization,
nationalism, capitalism and the pursuit of efficiency
which is driven by and drives itself technological advance. All these are features of a society not known
in the millennia of human existence before. Social
theories that attempted to explain this unprecedented development had their work cut out for them trying to find the underlying causes for this. And the
major question that structured academic debate was
whether modernization was inevitable or was it a
coincidence? And there were plenty of theories that
pulled the rope either way: agency centred theories
saw the explanation in the action of great visionaries
and historical contingency while structuralists sought
to switch the hen and the egg by claiming that modernization was an inevitable outcome of history and
geography and that personalities that actually are associated with particular events had little more than
instrumental role to play in this process. And it was
only comparatively recently (past 30 years) that social theorists dissatisfied with the inability of either
approach to resolve outstanding issues attempted to
construct alternative approaches in order to come to
some sort of unifying solution (Ritzer 2008). The
works of the likes J. Habermass, A. Giddens, N. Elias
have offered theories which tried to reflect upon the
social process not as being determined by either the
structure or agency but as a process that is driven by
complex interaction between the two. And invariably
they all gave some credit to the capacity of human
agency to affect the outcomes of social events albeit
in a limited way.
This implies that the human agency has capacity to
act strategically. And for businesses this indeterminable capacity of agents to act strategically, whether
it is the government, competition, suppliers or customers, is what defines constitutes uncertainty and
creates risk. And it is by definition the task of the
academic field of management to find ways how to
minimize the negative effects of strategic behaviour
of the participants in the organizational environment
and find strategies how to maximize the effects of actions done by the organization itself. But this task
has proven to be rather tough and, what is more important, appears to be open-ended.

3. Power vs. Values: Instructive Case of Public
Administration
The field of public administration in many respects
is different from that of other social sciences in the
sense that it had to grapple with the structure/agency
problem much earlier than many of other fields in
social science. Public administration as an academic
field cannot be considered apart from the state and
the formation of administrative science originated in
the absolute monarchies in Europe in the 17th century. However, the study was limited to cases and examples with the core concern of managing king’s income
and domain (Raadschelders 2008). The European
tradition of public administration has remained concerned with the issues far removed from politics. For
M. Weber the rise of the bureaucratic state is inseparable from the development of capitalism. The capitalist
system rests upon rational calculation and therefore
predictable system of administration and justice is the
key to its proper functioning (Ringer 2004).
However, the organic development of the European
public administration can be contrasted with the
“scientifically”-based and wilful attempts to reform
the American state. Prior to the writings of W. Wilson in the late 19th century, the idea of bureaucracy had a low standing in the American public discourse. American government was organized around
the spoils system. The spoils (Cook 2007) system is
a feature of radical nature America republicanisms
(Stillman 1990). The republican idea contended that
government can only be elected; therefore, the winner of election would appoint people on the basis
of trust rather than professional merit. However,
Wilsons’ (1887) essay inspired by the economic advances in Europe and the ideas of Taylors’ scientific
management argued that the study of administration
had important place in the workings of government.
For him administration which is run not through
democratic bargaining but through efficient management is an all important feature of the state. Democratic process alone is not sufficient for a democratic
system. Good decisions are worth nothing if they
are not implemented properly. Thus, in a paradoxical twist less democracy through more bureaucracy
for Wilson actually amounts to more democracy
through increased efficiency (Cook 2007). Wilsons’
ideas follow the broader contemporary belief that the
development of society is teleological, i.e. is moving
towards some final goal or form. This perspective
179
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known as historicism for Wilson meant that if the
US were to succeed as a state, it had to go in step
with time (Pestritto 2005). This resulted in the construction of the American administrative state as a
political project rather than an incremental outcome
interaction among social forces.
But by the middle of the 20th century it was obvious that not everything in the development of the
administrative state which was managed according
to the latest achievements of “scientific” management study went according to the expectation. The
search for the reasons has resulted in fundamental
methodological debate that has been raging in the
American Public administration academe for more
than fifty years and which by no means has ended. In
1946 D. Waldo published his work on the development of the American administrative state in which
he contended that the real reason for its occurrence
were not the structural conditions (such as urbanization, territorial consolidation, the need to service
capitalism and the obvious success of the hierarchical
model in business). It was the political ideology that
drove the development of bureaucracy in particular
ways (he points the finger of blame primarily on the
progresivist movement of which W. Wilson is the
most prominent). The main features of the ideology
behind the administrative state are the “evangelic of
efficiency” and the moral mission of America to export democracy, which was only possible by demonstrating its merit of superior efficiency (Waldo 2007
[1948]). For Waldo subverting the democratic process with ideology such as described above was unacceptable because he saw democracy not as means of
progress (which would make it redundant in case it
became a hindrance) but as ends.
In the same year Simon (1946) published his paper
criticizing public administration theory for being not
rigorous enough in its scientific inquiry and therefore
producing conflicting results which do not allow for
an improvement of administrative performance. This
inevitably led to a fundamental rift in the theory of
public administration which manifested itself in the
open polemic between Waldo and Simon and forced
many of the scholars to start taking sides with either one of them since the early 50s’ (Raadschelders
2008).
The core issue of this debate will resonate with a
reader informed in a broader social theory problematic. For Simon the separation of values and facts
180

was a possible and important exercise in both study
and practice of public administration (Simon 1997
[1947]) while for Waldo the two were inseparable
(Miller 2007). The reason for the difference is that
efficiency for Simon was a value-neutral index of organizational performance while Waldo saw efficiency
as a political value in itself and contended that by
making a case for the value-neutrality of efficiency
one removes it away from the field of political debate
and thus reduces the amount of democracy and creates the conditions for the increase of unaccountable
bureaucratic power (Harmon 1989).
Arguably in human society the question of power
can never be overlooked. And in some recent literature the conceptualization of power is considered to
be the key to the resolution of the conflict between
the positivist and competing arguments. One such
attempt is that of Flyvbjerg (2001). Flyvbjerg contends that the problem with social science is that it
is conceptualized in a similar way as natural science
and that this approach is fundamentally flawed. Or as
Miller & Fox (2006) put it: “rational-comprehensive
social science is a mistake the Enlightenment”. To assume that such a thing is possible means an assumption that a society is inhabited by predictable, rational
and maximizing individuals. For Flyvbjerg attempts
to mimic natural science in social research are misled
because modern understanding of a science overlooks
certain modes of knowledge which were fundamental in ancient philosophy. In Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle outlines three intellectual virtues: techne, phronesis and episteme (Eikeland 2007). Techne is concerned with skill and calculation and has given rise
to technology, episteme on the other hand has given
rise to the theory of knowledge and abstract science
that discovers natural laws and produces explanatory
and predictive theory. Social sciences attempts to discover natural laws for society have all but failed. One
explanation may be that there are fundamental irrationalities behind the rationalization of society itself.
For Weber rational behaviour in secular capitalism
was only possible given the irrational belief of predestination which allowed for a rule abiding activity
in economy in the single aim of profit maximization
(Kim 2004). But in a secular setting an argument
for rationality and objectivity can only exist provided
that there is a possibility to separate mind and emotion inside a human (Martin 2007). Discredited as it
maybe, this belief is so strong that for Hood (2007)
it is amounts to a form of religion. And if we ac-
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cept that impersonality is impossible in any social
setting we can claim that a belief in rationality and
objectivity than we must accept that this belief must
serve a certain function in order to explain its persistence. From this perspective a claim can be made
that claims of science to rationality and objectivity
allow for the legitimation of its institutional power.
However, such power depends on the credibility of
the outputs that science produces. Therefore, it may
be no coincidence that the field of public administration has produced the first attempts to differentiate
between social and natural sciences by investigating
alternatives to the episteme. Notably, this idea was
put forward by Morgan (1988) as a consequence of
the methodological crisis brought about by Waldo/
Simon debate.

4. Paradigms: Good for Institutions Bad for
Cooperation?
It has become a convention to suggest that cooperation is the mechanism that produces greatest social
good when considering relations between Business
and the Academe. At first glance this seems perfectly
feasible as Business and the Academe perform different social functions which are complimentary:
Universities have a task to develop technology and
train personnel and businesses have a task to put
these technologies and personnel to good use driving
profitability. However, the separation is not as clear
cut as one would want. Universities themselves have
stakeholders who have agendas either for profitability
(in case of private institutions) or accountability (in
case of public institutions) while businesses can go
about training personnel and developing technology
in-house. Therefore, it is not given that an academic
and business organization would cooperate when put
together and (if they do) produce added value.
From the point of view of social sciences, the value
that can be provided to a business is problematic in
a sense that the product is seldom tangible. And the
case is completely opposite when natural and technological sciences come together with a business. Consider this: a new design of a washing machine either
works or it does not and either way it can be quantified and business plans can be adjusted accordingly.
Whereas when a business consultant comes knocking, doing as he says is impossible to compare against
a range of alternative strategies because they simply
never happened. If the performance of a business im-

proves greatly or it collapses to make a judgment on
the worth of the consultant, advice is rather simple
yet in most cases the results ends up being in the
“grey zone”. So, businesses are not necessarily ready
to try out the discoveries of social sciences on their
own skin.
On the academic side of the interaction, the issue
is still more complex. The Academe as a whole has
never been established to serve the interests of capitalism and very often it is a potent source of criticism towards capitalism. Much of social science aims
at changing the way government works rather than
the way business works. And much of the research
finds that this improvement can come at the expense
of businesses. This internal institutional disconnect
within social science works on several levels: first, it is
the legitimation of research conducted in a “scientific” way and, second, it is the disciplinary and “paradigm” differentiations that decentralize social science
to a point where one can get irreconcilable conclusions on the management of any given problem.
It is a fact that academic institutions are the place
for the socialization of the elites of any political system. Science as the institution for the production of
rational knowledge serves a pivotal ideological function. In the modern rationality the main myth underpins social cohesion. Through this, it is possible
to explain organizational isomorphism towards the
Weberian “iron cage” where the legal-rational model
of bureaucratic governance becomes crucial in maintaining this myth that society is governed through rational and calculated decisions that produce the best
possible outcomes (DiMaggio and Powell 1991).
However, recent decades have seen the rise of criticism towards the bureaucratic model and sustained
attempts to find new organizational solutions to the
challenges of modern capitalism (Child 2005). However, the ability of business and political leaders alike
to claim rationality in their decisions remains the
necessary minimum that legitimizes their right to a
leadership position.
This puts disciplines of social science in a seemingly
impossible situation: the idea of rationality demands
that there should be a set of laws which determine
the behaviour of society, knowledge of which would
allow the conduct of leaders to produce the best possible outcomes. The only reason why an academic
institution can hope to get financing is by sustaining
this position. On the other hand, attempts to find
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these “laws” over the past century have failed miserably and many thinkers from within the institutional
ranks become dissident with such a view. Yet embracing the position of these dissidents at the organizational level would be suicidal to an institution because it could not possibly claim to generate superior
knowledge to any other form of knowledge, such as
shamanism (see e.g. Stewart 2009).
However, obvious persistence of academic institutions is a testament to the fact that there was a way
found around this problem. And the solution came in
the form of a notion of paradigm. Physicist-turnedhistorian T. Kuhn is credited with proposing the idea
that scientific knowledge comes about not through
cumulative process but through revolutionary discovery that contradicts all or most previous scientific
beliefs. Kuhn has demonstrated this by analyzing the
genesis of the field of physics (1996 [1962]). But natural science has always been a source of inspiration
for the social and it was only a matter of time until the idea of paradigms became an inseparable part
of the social sciences. But the social science idea of
paradigm came with a twist. If for Kuhn science can
only be considered as such only when a given field
operates within a single paradigm, in social sciences
this stops being the case (Guba and Lincoln 2004).
In social sciences we can discern a variety of paradigms. And what is even odder is that paradigms do
not really need to be institutionalized but are often
the researcher’s result of creative work through which
he positions his beliefs relative to other researchers or
groups of researchers whom he generalizes into paradigms. These can be generalized to the entire social
sciences (e.g. Ritzer 2008, Guba and Lincoln, 2004,
Blaikie 2010) or limited to a particular discipline
(e.g. Sil and Katzenstein 2010, Hay 2002).
A case may be made that the attractiveness of paradigm discourse in the social science is so great because to an extent it solves the contradiction between
rationality and the impossibility to prove that rationality is ultimately possible. Paradigm allows a scientist to assume a set of “axioms” and not worry about
trying to prove their factuality. They are simply presented as part of the paradigm he operates in. This
allows producing logically and empirically consistent research and knowledge and avoiding irrefutable
criticism from peer who may be representatives of
some other paradigm. Both for the researcher who
gets his payroll from the academic institution and for
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the institution itself it is a positive outcome. For the
former it saves a great deal of time and effort for designing and theorizing research which ultimately has
little added value to himself; for the latter it allows to
uphold the reputation of a place that produces objective knowledge.
But this situation has a dark side as it demonstrates
the typical features of the dilemma of the “tragedy
of the commons” (coined by Hardin 1968). Tragedy
of the commons is a situation when there is useful
recourse that is not owned by anyone. All the users of
such recourse will not be motivated to use it sustainably because individual restraint will only put one
in a position where the person who shows less wins
more. Ultimately, this leads to the depletion of the
recourse. A claim of science as a whole to the production of objective knowledge can be considered such a
recourse. When contradicting paradigms claim to be
the ones that produce the best type of knowledge, it
is impossible (of course it may equally be impossible
to do that for an insider) for an outsider to evaluate
which of the claims has greater merit. And this for
a rational businessman means that investment into
such research is not a good idea. Thus, the competition among paradigms serves not to distribute the
funds that would be available to social research but
rather to deplete by discouraging investment.

5. Alternative: Phronesis as Grounds for
Cooperation
Following Weber, Flyvbjerg (2001) differentiates
between the value rationality and instrumental rationality. He contends that this is a very important
differentiation. Modernity has continued along the
path of favouring instrumental rationality because
the rationality of homo economicus is considered as a
given (Miller and Fox, 2006). On the other hand, according to Weber this results in the production of the
iron cage where the calculation of means supersedes
the understanding what ends social ends should any
action be achieving (Kim 2004). Social science is accomplice to it if it operates along the lines of positivism. In other words, science in the natural science
sense of the word cannot possibly hope to provide
meaning and therefore cannot be considered sufficient for social action (Lindenfeld 1980).
Maintaining the argument that social science can
produce deterministic knowledge about the causality of social events is a position that the social sci-
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entist can never hope to defend in a discussion with
a natural scientist. As Feynman once put it: “social
science is an example of pseudoscience, they follow
forms but they don’t get any laws” (Feynman, 2000
[1981]). However, for Flyvbjerg (2001) this is only
the case when a social scientist is trying to beat the
natural scientist at his own game. Social inquiry has
its strengths in a completely different form of knowledge. Aristotle Flyvbjerg contends that the Enlightenment philosophy overlooked a fundamental form
of knowledge that of Phronesis which was an integral
part of prior understanding.
Flyvbjerg (2001) begins with the notion that humans are self reflecting which is not available to nonliving objects or non-conscious animal. That is the
reason for the problem of prediction as Karl Popper observed: “human behavior depends upon new
knowledge” (Checkland 2007). And no human is in
any position to know what future knowledge would
because as the logic tells us he would know it in the
present. This self-reflection means that a useful product to businesses and societies can only be produced
through value sensitivity and open system of praxis
(realized through social commentary and social action). This means that social scientist ought to operate through the accumulation of experience which
makes him better positioned to offer a superior strategy to the consumer of his knowledge. For that the
understanding of ever changing power relations in
the society is paramount. And this is where the added
value of a scientist and a social scientific institution
might lie: the ability to continuously observe and update their knowledge and learn from prior research
giving understanding of society that is unattainable
or too expensive for anyone business institution.
Flyvbjerg (2001) propose to approach to the Phronetic research by asking four value-rational questions:
(i) Where are we going?
(ii) Who gains, who loses, and by which mechanisms?
(iii) Is it desirable?
(iv) What should be done?
These are the questions that ultimately interest the
stakeholders outside the institution of science and
these are the questions that can realistically be hoped
to be answered by social inquiry.

6. Institutional Persistence: Obstacle for
Phronetic Social Science
One important lesson that Putnam draws from his
1993 study is that social institutions are incredibly
persistent and even centuries of government imposed
social practice are not guaranteed to uproot the millennia-long civic practices.
A strand of Organizational Theory that is known as
institutionalism over the past decades has tried to
develop a theory explaining why certain institutions
are impossible to change. Scott (2008) summarizes
that institutionalization happens at three levels: (i)
regulative, (ii) normative and (iii) cultural-cognitive.
Although institutions can be understood as sets of
rules to which individuals feel the need to abide, they
are inseparable from organizational arrangements.
These can be incredibly varied. For instance, monogamous family as a network of micro-organizations is
astoundingly persistent despite the fact that over the
period of secularization of the state practice of life in
the family has had no formal coordination.
From this point of view, Universities, Colleges, Capitalism, and Corporations are all institutions. To some
extent they all have originally been established in act
of state-regulative or church-regulative (in case of
Universities) institutions. However, later they developed specific organizational forms. Over time society
socialized to accept that these organizational forms
are the proper way to go about business and become
limited in their imagination. Functionaries of any
such organizations have an interest in the perpetuation of these practices. This results in the institutionalization of practice towards a deeper (normative)
level. Ultimately, some practices through tradition
become so deep seated they are bound to individual
identity. They become the cultural-cognitive factors
of society and attempts to alter them cause physiological and neurological reactions (Newton 2007).
Therefore, we can conclude that policy failures can
often be attributed to regulative attempts to alter social practices at the normative or cultural-cognitive
level. Trying to reform social science along the looser
lines of phronesis can be a very dangerous task. In
the fields of economics and political science there are
movements aimed at such reforms known as postautistic economic and perestroika respectively. In the
case of political science, the name may be instructive.
The Soviet Union was built by force and force was
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the legitimizing principle which allowed it to exist.
The very moment the Soviet leadership attempted to
remove this practice, the entire system lost any legitimacy with society and resulted in a collapse. And it is
not unwarranted to question whether the Academe,
as we know it today, can successfully reform from
within because a Phronetic challenges the very argument which was used to establish many of the social
science disciplines.
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1. Introduction
The issues of techniques and technology1 are frequently discussed in economic literature. Attention
is often drawn to the strength and even non-reversibility of changes which take place in this field. As exemplified by T. Białobłocki, J. Moroz “Rushing ma1

It is assumed that technology is “a part of human activity which purpose
is to use knowledge (science), to produce things, create phenomena which
do not exist in nature and transform nature; major factor of civilization development and, together with science, significant part of human culture. T.
is called also a way and fluency of doing certain things in particular field, e.g.
playing a musical instrument, t. in football, t. in mental work” Technology is
“a part of technique dealing with preparation and application of production
and processing procedures which are most convenient in given conditions;
e.g. t. chem. biolog. (biotechnology), mechanical technology (changes of
materials’ shape and look caused by mechanical actions e.g. welding, casting); depending on the final products: t. paper, gum, machine construction”
[http://encyklopedia.pwn.pl, as of 12.1.2011]; from now on the author will
treat techniques and technology as one employment determinant.
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chine of technological progress cannot be stopped…”
(Białobłocki & Moroz, 2006). J. D. Sachs is of the
opinion that “…we live in the network age...” (Sachs,
2008). A lot has been written about “technological
revolution” (Parysek, 2008). Similar opinions may be
found both among economists, sociologists, political
scientists as well as among other representatives of
the scientific circles and economic practitioners.
A variety of professional terminology, language
phrases and sometimes neologisms functioning in
practice and professional literature of the subject
indicate the importance of techniques and technology for the banking activities. Economic processes
and also technical and technological progress have
reached such a pace that in practice almost nobody is
now able to be well informed about techniques and
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technology sensu largo. One of the aspects of techniques and technology are information technology
(IT) systems supporting human resource (HR) management and operation information technology systems. The purpose of this article is to present, analyze
and evaluate the impact of information technology
systems on the level and structure of employment in
the Polish banks.
The main sources used in the article are as follows:
• professional literature,
• reports, strategy papers, prospectuses and other
documents published by banks and supporting institutions,
• results of a survey conducted among banks’ staff
employed in the Wielkopolska region,
• results of direct interviews with nine (not randomly selected) human resource staff members and
members of the management boards of two banks
operating in the Wielkopolska region.
Questionnaires and interviews were conducted in2

2009 and 2010. Two types of anonymous questionnaires were used depending on the position the surveyed occupied in the company, i.e. managerial or
non managerial one, the surveyed were asked to fill
in an adequate, anonymous questionnaire.
The author’s intention is to support the thesis that
application of information technology systems in
the Polish banking systems has caused a significant
change in the level and structure of employment. In
the analysis, the usage of the IT systems supporting
human resource management has been depicted in
order to finally be able to evaluate the impact of the
IT systems on the level and structure of employment
in banks. The author aimed to confirm the thesis that
the use of the IT systems in the Polish banking sector
caused changes in the level and structure of employment. The use of supporting staff management systems and operation technology systems is presented
to be subsequently able to assess the impact of the IT
systems on the level and structure of employment in
banks.

2

The questionnaire-based survey was conducted because of the lack of
any statistical data other than aggregated data for the whole financial sector.
Official correspondence, e-mails and phone calls with the Central Statistical Office (GUS), Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), National
Bank of Poland (NBP) and Polish Bank Association (ZBP) show that the
institutions do not gather detailed data on employment in the sector. Pilot
research was conducted in the last quarter of 2009. First, 93 students of
the Poznań University of Economics were asked to fill in the questionnaire.
Their comments and suggestions concerning construction of the questionnaire were taken into account and the improved questionnaire was distributed among 37 bank employees (both in the region of Wielkopolska, Lubuskie, Dolnośląskie, Pomorskie and Łódzkie). Guidelines received from the
employees were again used to improve the questionnaires. The minimum
sample size was taken from the equation n = ualfa^2/(4*d^2), for: estimation error d = 0,05; 1-alfa = 0,9; ualfa = 1,64. [Szuman 2008, p57-59]. The
minimum sample size was 269. During the research a snowball technique
was used. Answers were received from 342 bank employees (out of which 17
were rejected due to their low reliability and credibility). Finally, 266 questionnaires were collected from non-management employees and 59 from
managers. It should be emphasized that the banks which employees took
part in the survey account for over 90% of the total banking sector assets in
Poland and employ over 74% of all banking sector employees in the country.
Due to its superior position over the rest of the banks, the NBP was not covered by the survey. The questionnaire encompasses the period of 1996-2008
although employees also referred to the changes that took place after 2008.
Opinions provided by the surveyed later were analyzed and divided into 32
categories: employees of commercial/cooperative/foreign banks; employees
of big banks (according to a classification created by the Polish Financial
Supervision Authority, assets of these banks are above PLN 50 mio. [Raport
o sytuacji banków w 2009 roku, p23]): PKO, Pekao, BRE, ING Bank Śląski,
BZ WBK, BGK; „McBanks” employees; women/men; employees working in
a bank under 1 year, 1-3years/4-6years/7-17 years/above 12 years; employees
of banks which were or were not merged, employees of banks where equity
belongs or not to foreign investor; employees of banks that were privatized/
employees of banks which from the beginning were in private hands and thus
could not be privatized/ bank which were not fully privatized and remain (at
least 50%) state owned; employees of headquarters/regional branches/small
branches with up to 6 employees/medium-size branch with 7-20 employees/
big branches with over 20 employees/ franchise units; employees working in
Poznań/outside Poznań; managers of the lower/medium/high level.
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2. Information Technology Systems Supporting
Staff Management and Operation Information
Technology Systems in Theory
One of the technological solutions directly relating to
the employment sphere are information technology
systems supporting human resource management.
They encompass primarily HR databases and more
advanced programs of staff management. The aforementioned programs may be applied to each step of
the contact with employees starting with recruitment,
selection, through employment, evaluation, courses
and vocational training (Staniewski 2008) of employees and finally finishing the employment span.
As far as recruitment and selection are concerned, the
programs supporting staff management collect and
classify information on employees. Due to its use,
the recruitment process may be completed much easier and faster since they facilitate selection of applicants fulfilling certain criteria (e.g. education) among
hundreds and sometimes thousands of applications
which stockpiled over a longer period. Banks’ human
resources databases usually are centrally located in
the organizational structure that effectively streamlines organisational procedures in banks and makes
it easier to share information with bank branches and
divisions (e.g. when a bank has regional HR centers),
and makes it possible for the organisation’s headquar-
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ters to manage bank’s HR department. Today’s tendency to introduce new techniques, increased informatization and networking (Zacher 2007) extensive
application of information technologies in banking
processes, or at least their selected elements seems to
be a necessary condition for HR services to be managed by a headquater.
Undoubtedly, operation information technology systems influence the level and employment structure
in the banking sector. Often introduction of such
systems in banks was expected to make information
management more centralized. New the IT solutions
favored transferring non-sales units to bank central
offices or regional branches. More and more widespread application of the IT tools in the Polish banks
brought about reduction in back office force and an
increase in the level of front office workers (Czapelska 2004). Growing centralisation turned other units
into sales centres (Harasim 2005). And now people
working in the sales units are able to contact credit
centres which have been taking decisions via the IT
systems.
The situation results in increasing work specialization
due to which employees become specialists in relatively narrow fields, what in turn creates the necessity
of creating teams of specialists in various fields who
together are capable of running wider projects. On
the other hand, it should be noticed that techniques
affect perception, thinking, aims and methods of
project execution. Technology imposes new work relations and hampers creation of long lasting personal
relations at work. Thus, work is losing its “collective
identity” (Zacher 2007). Specialized workers concentrate on their narrow part of executed work and often
co-operate with information network rather than a
concrete colleague.
As P. Mudie and A. Cottam point out, informatization and centralization which causes unification
of procedures usually go along with a decrease of
employee activity (Bąkowska & Balcerzyk 2008).
Informatization causes the increase of control over
employee. Sometimes the moment a worker logs
into the IT system is seen as a proof of starting work;
more frequently gets under the rules that apply to
physical work (Jemielniak 2008).

3. Information Technology Systems Supporting
Staff Management and Operation Information
Technology Systems in Practice
Data shows that a number of banks in Poland decided to implement the IT-based HR systems. The bank
Zachodni Wielkopolski Bank Kredytowy (BZ WBK)
which decided to implement one of the most popular systems of the kind – SAP HR – has been using
the system to manage the bank’s training information
service (Raport roczny 2004, Bank Zachodni WBK
S.A.) and since 2004 also its central personnel and
payroll register (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności
Grupy Kapitałowej Banku Zachodniego WBK S.A. w
2004 roku). It took the bank several years to fully
implement the system and the process was finished
in 2008 (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności Banku
Zachodniego WBK S.A. w 2004 roku). Now the employees have access to their personal HR, salary and
training data through interactive online e-HR platform (Raport roczny 2008, Bank Zachodni WBK
S.A.). Internationale Nederlanden Groep Bank Śląski
(ING Bank Śląski) created the HR platform in 2005.
Its major task was to help the employees from reorganized departments find work in different units
of the bank (Sprawozdanie z działalności ING Banku
Śląskiego S.A. w 2005 roku). Administration, HR and
payroll procedures were streamlined by means of the
system in Pekao as well (Sprawozdanie z działalności
Banku Pekao S.A. za 2008 r.). In turn, the SAP system implemented in 2006 by Bank PrzemysłowoHandlowy (BPH) helped the institution introduce
internal electronic document management system
(Sprawozdanie z działalności Grupy Banku BPH SA
za rok 2007) and document confirmation within the
bank’s IT system (Sprawozdanie z działalności Banku
BPH SA za rok 2006) and “employees’ development
platform” which may be accessed via the Internet.
Thanks to the system which was introduced by Bank
Gospodarki Żywnościowej (BGŻ) in 2000, the institution could effectively economize on its staff-payroll
policy (Raport roczny 2000).
Relatively often employees of banks’ branches receive
clients’ credit applications together with all the necessary documents, conduct the introductory analysis and forward the documents for final analysis to
credit centers. Documents are sent either via electronic channels or post. Scoring systems that award
points to potential debtors (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z
działalności Fortis Bank Polska S.A. w 2005 roku) are
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widespread and thus later serve for evaluation of credit standing. The aspect of centralization was launching in
Fortis Bank in 2005. In turn, BZ WBK in 2001 opened communication center located in Środa Wielkopolska
(Sprawozdanie z działalności Grupy Kapitałowej Banku Zachodniego WBK S.A. 2001).
Table 1. Implementation of New IT Systems in Banks in 1996-2008 (managers’ opinion)
Criterium

All
surveyed

A. Implemented
new HR system

B. Implemented
new accounting
system

C. Implemented
D. No new system
basic bank
implemented
IT system

Missing
answers

Together

59

17

28,81%

23

38,98%

29

49,15%

8

13,56%

11

18,64%

Cooperative
banks

7

1

14,29%

5

71,43%

2

71,43%

1

14,29%

0

0

McBanks

4

2

50%

2

50%

3

75%

1

25%

0

0

Source: personal research.

The conducted surveys show that almost half of
managerial staff concluded that in 1996-2008 their
banks implemented basic IT system; 38.98% of the
staff confirmed in (Table 1); almost 25% indicated
acquisition of HR IT systems. Similar answers were
received during the interviews with HR managers
and board members. Many answers confirmed the
implementation of basic IT system in the cooperative
banks and McBanks. The first group may be a prove
of mass change of the IT systems after previous stagnation and backwardness in this field. Introduction
of information systems in McBanks seems to have a
lot to do with the fact that the banks are quite young.
The observations confirm results of interviews conducted with HR staff.
From the he analysis of bank reports it results that
in 2002 Kredyt Bank (KB) implemented a centralized information system called Profile (http://www.
kredytbank.pl, as of 22.1.2011). Bank ING finished
implementation of a newer version of their basic bank
system ICBS at the beginning of 2003 (Sprawozdanie
z działalności grupy kapitałowej ING Banku Śląskiego
S.A. w 2003 roku). In turn, Pekao acquired a new
centralized IT system (Rocket) in 2004 (installed
in the bank’s all subsidiaries) (Sprawozdanie Roczne
2004, Bank Pekao S.A.). Implementation of a central
information system in bank BGŻ resulted inimmediate employment reductions in the bank’s IT and
accounting units (Raport roczny 2004).
Moreover, the systems improved work at banks’
branches by making it possible to cut cost of everyday operations; in particular they reduced salary costs
(Raport roczny 2001, BGŻ S.A.). BPH in 1999 implemented centralized IT management system after
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a merger with Powszechny Bank Kredytowy (PBK) in
2002 and is now a leader in this regard (Raport roczny
2006). In 2006 the bank implemented applications
which made electronic circulation of documents and
HR decisions possible (Raport roczny 2006). New
IT platform in Bank Millenium initiated in 2002 a
process of employment rationalization in the institution (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności Banku
Millennium S.A. w ciągu 12 miesięcy roku obrotowego
2002).
In 2005 Bank Ochrony Środowiska (BOŚ) implemented a CSI project encompassing integration of
the IT solutions together with applications enabling
intra-country/national payments in euro (EuroElixir and Euro-Sorbnet), a credit risk management
system and a new version of Comp-Lex system for
presentation of internal bank documents. In March
2006 a system of electronic banking for corporate
customers was started. Within the emergency plan of
the headquarter a plan of electronic filing system of
documents in the head office was launched (Raport
roczny 2005).
In May 2000, bank WBK and bank BZ (Bank Zachodni) signed a contract to purchase an ICBS license
from Fiserv (Europe) Limited to install branch systems in the banks. The aim of the introduction of
the integrated, centralized IT system was to improve
the merged bank management and organizational
structure and consequently to better ways of providing services to the bank’s clients (Dodatkowe noty
objaśniające, SAB-RS 2001, Bank Zachodni WBK
S.A.). The WBK was completing a B1 program, which
included implementation of a new ICBS IT platform.
Work organization in the branches was changed.
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Due to the changes, the functions of back office were centralized and processes and the bank procedures were
unified. In 2001 within the B1 programme employees of the bank’s branches and the Centrum Wsparcia Biznesu (Business Support Center) were trained both in the area of the ICBS maintenance, and new procedure and
processes. Till the end of December 2002, the bank organised weekly training sessions in three training centers
and managed to train over 4.5 thousand employees. After the sessions, post-implementation complementary
trainings were run in the branches. The employees could also participate in the trainings via the Intranet
Table 2. Logging to the IT Systems as a Tool of Control to Verify when an Employee Starts and Finishes Work
(opinion of non management employees)

Criterium

All
surveyed

A. Logging is used
as a control tool

B. Logging
is not used as
a control tool

C. Hard to say

Missing answers

Altogether

266

87

32,71%

164

61,65%

4

1,5%

11

4,14%

Commercial banks

178

66

37,08%

100

56,18%

4

2,25%

8

4,49%

Cooperative banks

28

4

14,29%

23

82,14%

0

0

1

3,57%

Big banks

100

45

45%

47

47%

1

1%

7

7%

Banks with a majority
of national capital

61

14

22,95%

43

70,49%

1

1,64%

3

4,92%

Banks with a majority
of foreign capital

149

56

37,58%

83

55,7%

2

1,34%

8

5,37%

Privatized banks

94

40

42,55%

48

51,06%

1

1,06%

5

5,32%

Source: personal research.

and turn for help to a help desk (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności Grupy Banku Zachodniego WBK
S.A. w 2002 roku). Similar trainings were organised
by the bank BGŻ in 2003 when the institution implemented a new IT system (Raport roczny 2003).
The majority of the surveyed non-management employees (61.65%) have concluded that their bank is not
verifying the times they log into the IT systems and is
not using the data as a tool of control (Table 2). At the
same time, almost 1/3 of the employees (32.71%) were
of different opinion. Such supervision was more popular in commercial banks than in co-operative banks and
particularly common in big banks, foreign banks and
privatized ones. So it may lead to the conclusion that
the bigger the bank, the more popular the corporate
tools. Big banks tend to use more “mass tools” in their
HR policy. Additionally, it turns out that application
of such innovative solutions has a lot to do with the
origin of foreign strategic capital involved in the bank.
Foreign capital tends to attract implementation of this
type of know how.

4. Impact of the Information Technology Systems on the Level and Employment Structure in
the Polish Banking Sector
Employees who concluded that new IT system was
implemented in their banks when surveyed assessed
that the system caused primarily changes in the organizational structure (35.29% of answers). They
also were of the opinion that it did not cause bigger
changes in the level of employment and definitely
did not contribute to its increase (Figure 1).
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40

35,29

35
30
25
20

31,37

23,53
17,65

15
10

3,92

5

Missing answers

E. It did not cause any change in
the employment structure

D. Employment structure
change

C. It did not cause any changes
in the employment level

B. Employment increase

A. Employment decrease

0

0,00

Figure 1. Consequences of the Implementation of
New Information System (opinions of managers)
(percentages of answers)
Source: personal research.

Banks tend to see the situation in a slightly different
way and from their official reports one can see that
the implementation of new IT system entails restructurization. This was the case of the bank WBK, where
as a result of automatization of processes in regional
branches and centralization of back office activities the
demand for employee branches decreased. In order to
diminish the outflow of specialist caused by the changes in work organisation, internal recruitment processes
were conducted to fill vacancies within the company.
Employment in the bank fell from 9764 at the end
of 2001 to 9116 in December 2002 (Sprawozdanie
Zarządu z działalności Banku Zachodniego WBK S.A.
w 2002 roku). In 2002 the bank planned to lay off
2150 people due to the introduction of the IT new
system (Raport roczny 2001, Bank Zachodni WBK).
At that time the bank declared that new organisational
and technological solutions reduced operational costs
of the organisation to PLN 998.1 million, i.e. cut the
costs by 7.2% when compared to 2001. Salaries that
constituted the major share in the cost structure decreased by 18% to the level of PLN 412.6 m (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności Banku Zachodniego
WBK S.A. w 2002 roku).
In 2006 the ING also started to dismiss employees
because of technological and operational reasons.
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The bank signed the agreement with its employees’ trade unions (Sprawozdanie z działalności ING
Banku Śląskiego S.A. w 2005 roku). The bank BOŚ
assessed that as a result of technological and organizational modernization of the bank (implementation of a centralized IT system, systems supporting
management and sales as well as new organizational
model), the level of employment in the institution
fell by about 3% in 2011, i.e. 50 persons were dismissed despite the fact that the number of branches
rose to 111 (Prospekt Emisyjny Spółki Bank Ochrony
Środowiska S.A. w Warszawie 2007). Similar changes
resulting from technology advancement took place
in the evaluated period in the majority of banks.
All in all, distribution of bank services through electronic channels brought about a decline in demand
for workers in the sector. The decline varied across
the field of activities undertaken by the banks. J Czapelski claims that despite the decline, the number of
workers who operate the IT systems has been on the
increase (Czapelska 2004). However, bank employees
who took part in the survey do not tend to confirm
the tendency (47.46%). Only 30.51% of the managerial staff thinks that the number of the IT workers
rises (Figure 2).
One should not forget that the tendency could have
been seen only in the selected areas and thus could
have not been felt by all workers, e.g. as much as
52.94% of managerial staff working outside Poznań
did see the trend. The trend definitely was not noticed in cooperative banks where as much as 57.14%
of the surveyed did not feel the change. The lack of
such signs could testify the bank’s IT underdevelopment. Undoubtedly HR specialist tended to pay attention to employment levels among the peole operating the IT systems. In this field one could also see
the trend for centralisation. Thus the number of the
IT specialists hired by regional branches was falling
as opposed to the number of people collected in regional or central specialised IT centres. HR specialists pointed out that a number of commercial banks
and institutions which give credits established special help descs, i.e. units which help workers whenever
they signal problems with software or hardware. In
2009 ING also signalled that authomatization of numerous processes caused increase in employment level (Sprawozdanie Zarządu z działalności ING Banku
Śląskiego S.A. w 2009 roku).
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57,14

60
47,46
50
40
30,51 28,57
30

16,95
20

14,29

10

5,08

C. Hard to say

Total

Cooperative banks

Missing answers

B. No increase

A. Yes, increase
took place

0
0

Figure 2. Increase of the Number of Employees dealing with Information Systems in 1996-2008 (opinions of managers) (in percentages of answers)
Source: personal research.

5. Conclusions
The issues of techniques and technology are frequently discussed in economic literature. One of the
aspects of techniques and technology are information
technology (IT) systems supporting human resource
(HR) management and operation information technology systems. Information technology systems
supporting human resource management made centralization of HR possible. Similar to other technical
and technological determinants and their introduction forced employees to constant learning.
This process was completed with the centralization of
other bank functions which was progressing because
of the introduction of the IT systems. Only 13.56%
of managerial staff recognised that in 1996-2008
new IT system was not implemented in their bank.
Reduction of back office which resulted from the
centralisaton increased specialization in the banks.
They started to establish centers specializing in narrow functions, e.g. accounting. Some banks created
Shared Services Centers. The fact that due to the
changes work efficiency in the centres increased may
be regarded as the most important achievement of
the IT systems. Unfortunately, it resulted in dismissal of employees. Some of them were leaving banks
and taking jobs in companies which were providing
outsourcing services to the very same banks.
Significant majority of banks in Poland implements
new IT systems. On the one hand, the systems are a

prerequisite to conduct efficient, centralised banking
operations; on the other hand, they often cause significant changes in the area of organization of activities
and employment in the banks. SAP and ISBC–type
systems enjoyed big popularity among the banks.
However, perception of increasing informatization
was viewed differently by different groups. While
bank management boards perceived IT systems as a
factor which increaseed effectiveness and helped cut
cost, normal workers tended to pay more attention to
the systems’ negative influence. Undoubtedly, informatization changed employment structure in banks
as it strongly centralized bank activities.
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Summary. The prepared diagnostics of bankruptcy threatening to the enterprises is submitted in the present
thesis. Herein, bankruptcy threatening to the enterprises is being diagnosed as per three stages, i.e. the condition
of the enterprise and the reasons, which have determined such condition, are being gradually concretized. The financial condition of the enterprises and the threat of bankruptcy are being evaluated at the first stage by applying
the integrated model, which assists in achieving the generalized evaluation of the condition. The relative financial
indices of the enterprise are being analyzed at the second stage seeking for diagnosing the problematic fields of
the enterprise. The third stage, at which the absolute financial indices are being analyzed, is aimed at ascertaining the reasons, which have determined the condition of the enterprise. The size of the crisis, its activity factors
are ascertained considering evaluation indices of the enterprise condition; they allow selecting substantially the
bankruptcy prevention measures out of the possible leading set of internal and external measures.
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1. Introduction
Business environment is becoming increasingly complicated and vague due to the growing number of
various internal and external (international) factors
influencing it. To reduce business risk, enterprises
adapt and use more and more modern diverse management methods and techniques. However, the statistical data of Lithuania and other countries with
market economy show that a large number of enterprises have become bankrupt, particularly in the
time of recession. It is widely accepted that, in most
cases, bankruptcy is a worse scenario for many subjects and states than making every effort to avoid it.
Bankruptcy has grave consequences for society, e.
g. growing unemployment, declining economy, decreasing living standard and economic development
of the country.
Under the conditions of economic globalization and
increasing competition in business, great attention
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

is paid to the evaluation of the financial state of enterprises and the prediction of their bankruptcy, the
analysis of its causes and their elimination. The need
for measures and instruments helping to diagnose and
prevent enterprise crisis and bankruptcy is constantly
growing. As a result, under the conditions of market
economy, the prevention of enterprise bankruptcy
(anti-crisis management) has become one of the most
important practical and research areas. The prevention of enterprise bankruptcy may be perceived as a
number of methods and means, ranging from enterprise crisis diagnostics to the implementation of the
appropriate measures aimed at overcoming the crisis
(Garškienė, Garškaitė 2005). The core of bankruptcy
prevention, i. e. the diagnostics of enterprise bankruptcy, determines other measures to be taken by enterprises, which have assessed their financial state and
the scale of the crisis. This accounts for the fact that
enterprise bankruptcy threat diagnostics is an essential part of enterprise bankruptcy prevention system.
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Object of research includes enterprise bankruptcy diagnostics and bankruptcy prevention models.
Aim of the research is the development of enterprise
bankruptcy threat diagnostics as an essential part of
bankruptcy prevention (antichrists management),
easily adaptable to rapidly changing business environment, which would allow enterprises to increase
the reliability of bankruptcy prognosis and avoid the
crisis or bankruptcy.
The research methods used in the paper include the
analysis of scientific literature, statistical methods,
grouping theory, comparative analysis and synthesis.
The problems of enterprise bankruptcy diagnostics
and prevention are in the focus of many researchers worldwide (Balcaen, Ooghe 2006; Ravi K., Ravi
V. 2007; Sun 2007; Sueyoshi, Goto 2009, etc.). The
names of the following foreign scientists, dealing in
their works with the problems associated with enterprise bankruptcy, should be mentioned: E. I. Altman, O. V. Antonov, W. H. Beavery, L. Bernstein,
I. A. Blank, J. Fulmer, W. N. Grant, A. P. Kovaliov,
T. Lis, G. V. Savitskaya, G. Springate, A. D. Sheremet, R. Taffler, E. A. Utkin, C. J. Van Horne, etc.
In Lithuania, the problems of determining a threat of
enterprise bankruptcy are investigated by J. Bivainis,
S. Grigaravičius, J. Mackevičius, D. Poškaitė, C. Purlys, A. Rakštelienė, A. Sakalas, S. Silvanavičiūtė, M.
Tvaronavičienė, A. Valackienė, etc.
There are plenty of works devoted to the development of enterprise bankruptcy prediction models
aimed at determining the scope of bankruptcy threat,
and various types of these models have been suggested (Altman 1992; Mackevičius, Silvanavičiūtė 2006;
Agarwal, Taffler 2008, etc.). However, there were
also many critical remarks, concerning such drawbacks of the suggested models as their limited applicability and insufficient reliability (Tvaronavičienė
2001; Grant 2003; Harrington 2003; Mackevičius
2007). Some researchers doubt about the principle
of model development and the perspective of models’
adaptability to ever changing business environment
(Ginevičius, Čirba 2009). Another drawback of this
methodology is the lack of systematic and complex
evaluation of the financial state of enterprises, as well
as fragmentariness of the suggestions, which are not
oriented to the development of a consistent system of
diagnostics and prevention of enterprise bankruptcy.
Lithuanian researchers often rely on the experience
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of other countries, using enterprise bankruptcy prediction models suggested by foreign researchers. The
evaluation of the enterprise state by the models not
investigated either theoretically or practically with
respect to their suitability to a particular case can
hardly be considered reliable and yield practically
acceptable results. In general, the analysis of the scientific literature allows us to state that the available
methodological potential suffers from the essential
shortcoming: the lack of comprehensive evaluation
of the financial state of an enterprise (with respect to
the bankruptcy threat) and the adequacy of models
under rapidly changing business and environmental
conditions. This explains the existence of the gap
between the practical needs and the available methodological potential. Therefore, the problem of diagnostics and prevention of bankruptcy of Lithuania
enterprises is still acute. In the context of current
challenges, it requires new approaches to its solution
by researchers and practitioners.

2. The Results Empirical Studies of Enterprise
Bankruptcy Threat Assessment
In this Chapter, the main result obtained in the empirical research carried out by the author is presented.
This is a model of integrated evaluation suggested for
predicting the enterprise bankruptcy threat. A prototype of the model is developed and the algorithm
for its adapting to a particular application is presented. The solution is based on the conclusion made in
studying the methodological potential described in
the literature, its use for identifying enterprise bankruptcy threat and the evaluation of the results obtained. It is concluded that practical application of
the considered models is possible only if they take
into account the specific character of particular sectors of economy, and the quantitative parameters of
these models are permanently actualized on the principle of the sliding retrospective data updating.
To develop a model of integrated evaluation, twelve
most suitable and informative relative financial criteria, describing the state of enterprises with respect to
the bankruptcy threat, were chosen out of five groups
of criteria, reflecting various financial aspects of the
enterprise state (e.g. profitability, effectiveness of performance, financial stability, liquidity and others).
In selecting the financial criteria, two methods were
used: pairwise correlation analysis and comparative
analysis (based on the results obtained). The criteria
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were selected, taking into account:
• the obtained quantitative parameters of stochastic
relationship;
• the results of comparative analysis;
• similarity (overlapping) of the criteria (with respect to the aspect described);
• the determined structural features of the bankruptcy prediction models used.

• independent variables are relative financial indicators – the members of the sets of criteria, describing
various aspects of the enterprise state.

In the set of the criteria obtained, each group is represented by 1-3 criteria. Therefore, it was concluded that an integrated evaluation model of this type
could have some duplicating criteria (with respect to
the features they describe). This may be considered to
be a surplus or a certain reserve for increasing model
effectiveness. In further empirical investigation, two
most important financial criteria were selected out
of each group, based on the results obtained from
pairwise and polynomial correlation regression analysis. The model (prototype) of integrated evaluation
was developed, making the assumptions based on
the results of the methodological potential analysis
(Garškaitė 2008). They are as follows:
• bankruptcy threat is a stochastic dependence on
relative financial indicators of an enterprise;
• linear polynomial regression is the best form of describing the considered dependence;

where Y is a bankruptcy threat; Xi denotes independent financial variables representing relative enterprise
financial criteria of 5 groups according to the profile of a particular branch of economy; ε is a random
component.

A formal expression of the integrated evaluation
model (prototype) based on these assumptions is as
follows:
Y = f (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) + ε,

Given the results of the empirical research and theoretical analysis findings as well as the determined
relationships between the data of enterprise bankruptcy threat evaluation and solutions (Table 1), it is
possible to correlate the enterprise bankruptcy threat
determined by the integrated evaluation model with
a particular crisis stage and thereby with certain
bankruptcy prevention measures (pursuing different
aims). This radically changes the applicability of the
suggested model for practical purposes, compared to
similar models of enterprise bankruptcy prediction
based on the principle of synthesis.

Table 1. The relations between the results of enterprise bankruptcy threat evaluation
Group of
Enterprise bankruptcy
enterprises
threat (Y value)
1
more than Yo – very small

Stage of enterprise crisis

2
3

from Ym to Yn – small
from Yk to Yl – large

Not critical, or the signs of
crisis cannot be observed
Shallow crisis
Deep crisis

4

Up to Yj – very large

Financial failure

Measures and procedures
(their orientation)
None, or internal procedures aimed at maintaining
enterprise financial balance
Internal measures aimed at enterprise restructuring
Internal and external measures (restructurization or
bankruptcy procedures)
External measures (bankruptcy of an enterprise or its
liquidation procedure)

Source: made by author

The following algorithm is suggested for adapting the developed model of integrated evaluation to specific
applications:
1) the retrospective data for evaluating the state of enterprises of the considered economic sector are collected,
enterprises are divided into groups and the relative estimates are provided to enterprises;
2) the strength of the correlation between the enterprise state and each of the selected 12 relative financial
criteria is determined by applying pairwise correlation analysis;
3) the most important financial criteria are selected from each group of criteria based on the correlation coefficients;
a discriminant analysis is performed, the analytical equation is obtained and the integrated evaluation model adapted to enterprises of a particular profile is analysed, based on retrospective data on the selected financial criteria.
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3. The Stages of Enterprise Bankruptcy Threat Diagnostics
In this Chapter, the developed consistent complex diagnostics of enterprise bankruptcy threat, based on innovative principles and consisting of three different analysis components, is considered. Each component is
actually a diagnostics stage of evaluating the enterprise financial state and bankruptcy threat according to the
principle – from the most general (integrated estimate) to concrete evaluation (of the problem areas and causes
of the diagnosed state) (Figure 1).
1. Evaluation based on integrated model

Periodical
planned
evaluation

No

Critical
situation
Yes

•
•
•

shallow crisis;
deep crisis;
financial failure

•
•

profitability;
effectiveness of
performance;
financial stability;
liquidity;
other

2. Analysis of relative financial indicators
No

Analysis of
another financial
state aspect

Problem area
Yes

•
•
•

3. Analysis of financial accounts

No

Analysis of
another absolute
financial indicator

Negative
changes

•
•
Yes

indicators of
balance items;
profit (loss)
indicators of the
account items

Cause

Fig.1. A basic diagram of enterprise bankruptcy threat diagnostics
Source: made by author

Each stage includes a particular analysis and evaluation of the financial state of an enterprise, performed using
exhaustive and reliable enterprise accounts, as well as various data and specific methods. The actions taken at
each stage are defined and the relations between the stages are determined. In each particular case, the types
of the relationships and their essential features are determined, taking into account the results obtained in the
analysis of the previous stage.
It is suggested that the integrated evaluation model allowing us to obtain a general estimate of an enterprise state
with respect to bankruptcy threat should be used at the first stage. Applying this model to enterprise state assessment, a real bankruptcy threat may be calculated. More exactly, one of the four possible situations may be determined based on the estimates obtained (they are expressed in conditional terms, such as ‘no crisis signs’, shallow
crisis, deep crisis, financial collapse). The state identified determines the actions to be taken. When there are no
signs of crisis, the diagnostics is discontinued to be performed later according to schedule. In three other cases
(when crisis signs have been observed), the causes of the identified situation should be found. Therefore, the analy200
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sis is continued at the second stage and the orientation
of bankruptcy prevention measures is determined (see
Chapter 2, Table) for each critical situation according
to the results obtained.
At the second stage, the analysis of relative financial
indicators (criteria), belonging to various groups and
reflecting various aspects of enterprise financial state
(e.g. profitability, efficiency of performance, financial
stability, liquidity and others), should be performed.
This analysis is aimed at determining the main problem areas (it should be noted that the inclusion of
criteria in a particular group depends on the results
obtained in the empirical research). The values of the
financial criteria obtained in the analysis are compared with the specified criterion values as well as
with the appropriate norms and other specified parameters (Mackevičius, Poškaitė 1998; Bernstein
2000; Савицкая 2003; Шеремет, Негашев 2003;
Антонова 2004; Brigham, Daves 2004; Buškevičiūtė, Mačerinskienė 2004; Mackevičius 2007). Based
on the relationship between the values of the criteria
and limiting values, the state of an enterprise is determined, taking into account every aspect (it may
be assessed as very good, good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory and bad). When the problem area or areas
are defined, the search field gets narrower, and the
diagnostics of enterprise bankruptcy threat passes on
to the third stage.
At the third stage, it is recommended to perform the
analysis of absolute financial criteria, oriented to the examination of the potential problem areas with the aim
of identifying the main causes of the critical enterprise
state. The constituent parts (components) of relative financial criteria of the identified problem area (areas), i.
e. absolute financial criteria, are analysed. In the analysis of absolute criteria, i. e. the respective data found
in the balance sheet and profit (loss) account items,
and their variations are determined (Buškevičiūtė,
Mačerinskienė 2004; Mackevičius 2007, 2009). Negative changes indicate the causes of the critical states of
an enterprise. In examining the criteria of the financial
accounting and the character of the criterion variation,
the field of analysis is being gradually narrowed and
the particular causes of the critical state of an enterprise
are becoming clear. This analysis makes the last stage
of enterprise bankruptcy threat diagnostics. It substantiates and supplements the enterprise state evaluation
results obtained at the earlier stages.
The performed comprehensive diagnostics of the en-

terprise bankruptcy threat provides the exhaustive
information about the financial state of enterprises,
the scale of the bankruptcy threat, the problem areas
and causes of the enterprise critical financial state.
The latter determine the types and aims of measures,
recommended for preventing enterprise bankruptcy.
The suggested diagnostics increases the reliability of
enterprise state evaluation and bankruptcy prediction. It can be adapted to rapidly changing business
environment and the specific conditions of enterprise
performance in a particular branch of economy.

4. Conclusions
1. Taking into account the existing gap between the
practical needs and the available methodological potential, a complex enterprise bankruptcy threat diagnostics based on new approaches, which is adapted to
rapidly changing business conditions and is applicable
to the enterprises of various profiles (belonging to various economic sectors), is developed. It also allows for
increasing the reliability of enterprise state evaluation
and bankruptcy prediction. The suggested diagnostics system consists of three different but interrelated
components. Each component represents a diagnostics stage, when the enterprise state is evaluated according to the principle: the analysis proceeds from a
general (integrated) estimate to concrete evaluation (of
the problem areas and causes of the diagnosed state).
In each case of the system’s application, the types and
specific features of the relationships between the diagnostics stages are defined, taking into account the results obtained at an earlier stage. This kind of diagnostics allows us to get comprehensive information about
the enterprise bankruptcy threat, as well as the factors
contributing to critical state development and its causes and to correlate the scale of bankruptcy threat with
the recommended approximate internal and external
measures of enterprise bankruptcy prevention.
2. At the first stage of enterprise bankruptcy threat
diagnostics, aimed at determining the threatening
danger, the application of the integrated evaluation
model is recommended. The prototype of this model
is created and the algorithm for its adaptation to a
particular application is developed. The solution is
based on the conclusion made in the research that
the applicability of the considered models may be ensured only by their ability to assess enterprises of different profiles (i. e. enterprises belonging to various
economic sectors) and by permanent actualization
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of quantitative model parameters on the principle of
the sliding retrospective data updating.
3. At the second stage of enterprise bankruptcy threat
diagnostics, the analysis of the relative financial criteria of five groups (i.e. profitability, efficiency of performance, financial stability, liquidity and others) is
recommended for determining problem enterprise
state areas. The selection of the criteria to be included
in a set is determined by the results of the empirical
research. The criteria adequately reflecting the enterprise bankruptcy threat were chosen, taking into account the strength of the stochastic relation between
the bankruptcy threat and relative financial criteria,
as well as relative values of the relation strength,
conceptual differences of the criteria (required for
expanding the scope of evaluation) and the rate of
using the particular criteria in enterprise bankruptcy
threat prediction models.
4. At the third stage of enterprise bankruptcy threat
diagnostics, it is recommended to perform the analysis of absolute financial criteria, aimed at determining the main causes of the critical enterprise state,
with the emphasis placed on the examination of the
problem areas. Vertical and horizontal analyses are
made, narrowing the field of analysis and revealing
the factors influencing the situation and causes of the
critical state of an enterprise.
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Abstract. What is stopping Governments from establishing a new economic order? What are the principal stages
on the way to a truly international payment system? Would an international currency unit, to be issued by a
“Central Bank of Central Banks”, remove or cure many instances of disorders? Furthermore, what advice have
Germanophone economists of the past centuries provided to help us avert a crisis? How can their recommendations be reformulated and/or revived?
The paper deals with these concerns among others and mostly adopts a Quantum theoretical macroeconomic
approach to analyze the (forgotten) contribution of the German economists in this respect. In addition, there is
enough evidence to claim that ignorance of the findings of economic thought and history has led to unbelievable
mistakes in the structure of the modern international payment system.
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1. Introduction: Monetary Macroeconomics
and the Source of all Crises
Even granting that the science of economics is being
more and more ‘financialized’ as financial problems
regarding banks, companies and other institutions
are cropping up with greater frequency and urgency,
a structural analysis of crises cannot exclude a macroeconomic-monetary approach.
Thus, side by side with economic agents’ behaviour,
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expectations and fears, there subsist some economic
principles, which, if disregarded, will spark systemic
crises. If the international payment system fails to
comply with macroeconomic laws, then every anticyclical measure will fail.
On this basis, there seems to be even more urgent
need for an in-depth investigation into the fundamental (i.e. macroeconomic) nature and causes of
financial and economic crises, which we suggest
have been only partially caused by the activities of
some economic actor (i.e. microeconomic). And this
is precisely the purpose of this scientific article. Determined to prove its point, our methodological
approach is based on the findings of the Quantum
School of Economic Thought, which was founded
more than four decades ago by two economists: Prof.
Bernard Schmitt (French) and Prof. Alvaro Cencini
(Swiss). Their analyses show that as long as econom-
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ics refuses to see the difference between three main
concepts like money, income and capital and their
monetary implications, nothing can significantly
change. This in turn means that the roots of economic crises fuelled by (undiscovered) fallacies in the
design of the current international economic order
will sink even further into the ground and become
harder to remove.
With specific regard to this paper and this last concern, the purely macroeconomic Quantum theoretical approach to the prescient German economists of
the past is an original and innovative way of rediscovering forgotten economic literature and analyzing
its elements of truth and fallacy. In addition, the analytical-theoretical methodology adopted combines
elements of the history of economic thought (e.g.
the debate on the ‘War Reparations Problem’ of the
1930s) with reform plans (now consigned to oblivion) of the international payments system and their
findings seen through Quantum economic lenses.
Nonetheless, aware of the fact that decades of innovative macroeconomic analyses cannot be summarised
instantly, we want at least to describe the main characteristics of the three above-mentioned concepts in
the perspective of Quantum macroeconomics.
In Alvaro Cencini’s words, “money has to be seen,
first of all, as a numéraire, i.e. as a standard of measure required for counting of goods and services currently produced by real economy. The task of banks
is that of providing the economy with this unit of account through the emission and the lending of their
acknowledgement of debt. For the asset-liability issued by banks to represent real output it is necessary,
however, that the emission of money reaches the sector of real production. In other words, money has to
be associated to real output if it is to play the role of
‘form’ or ‘numerical container’ of goods.” (Cencini
1995). So, monetary units:
• have no intrinsic worth;
• measure the physical product of human labour;
• are media of exchange and definitely not the payment’s object.
On the other hand, income represents the economic
product, i.e. the economic worth of human physical production. The latter becomes income as it is
measured by money units through wage and salary
payments: it follows that money wages is the measure and goods/services the measured objects, which
are thus the very object of money income. Therefore,
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monetary units are not assets spontaneously created
by banks and/or Government. They only express
economic worth of physical goods and services: “In
The Wealth of Nations Smith speaks of money as ‘the
great wheel of circulation’ (1978: 385). Smith is definitively opposed to the addition of money and output: “The revenue of the society consists altogether
in those goods, and not in the wheel which circulates
them”. Clearly, this means that money is conceived
as an empty vehicle whose value is determined by its
load (current output) and not by its own physical
characteristics.” (Cencini 1988)
Correctly, the Swiss economist adds that “one of the
most frequent mistakes in monetary economics is to
identify money as such with money income. It is income, and not money, which is deposited with the
banking system, and it is money, and not income,
which is created as a numerical vehicle of payments.”
(Cencini 2001).
The practical/empirical refusal to distinguish between money and income does not modify the logical distinction between these concepts. Nevertheless,
economic systems, which contravene this status quo,
will suffer from chronic monetary disorders as in-,
deflation, exchange rate erratic fluctuations.
We admit that behavioural over-issuing of money is
not the worst (structural) source of economic diseases; yet the following prominent quotation clearly
exposes a degree of carelessness in the logical distinction between money and income. Thus, “suppose that
despite all precautions, deflation were to take hold in
the U.S. economy and, moreover, that the Fed’s policy instrument--the federal funds rate--were to fall
to zero. What then? […] a government (in practice,
the central bank in cooperation with other agencies)
should always be able to generate increased nominal
spending and inflation, even when the short-term
nominal interest rate is at zero. But the U.S. government has a technology, called a printing press (or,
today, its electronic equivalent), that allows it to produce as many U.S. dollars as it wishes at essentially
no cost.” (Bernanke 2002) This way of thinking is
not only prejudicial to economic stability, but it also
fails to take notice of centuries of economic literature, thinkers and history, which clearly proved the
fallacy of such assertions.
Last but not least, capital can be divided into:
• fixed capital, which consists of profits definitively spent in order to increase physical productivity
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through machinery;
• capital-time, which can always be reconverted to
income.
“Reversible capital-time (that is, a capital that will
eventually be reconverted into income and spent on
the commodity market) whereas the latter is derived
from an irreversible, fixed capital (that is, a capital defining a macroeconomic saving)” (Cencini 2005a).
Summing up, we assume that:
• if money, income and capital are fallaciously used
as synonyms and the international payments system
disregards the true distinction between them,
• then structural economic crises will become unavoidable.
In other words, any future reform of the world economic system should respect these axioms. For instance, would an international currency unit, to be
issued by a “Central Bank of Central Banks”, remove
or cure many instances of disorder? No doubt it
would, if the reform proposals were coherent with
the modern essence of bank money and double-entry
bookkeeping principles.
In the next pages, we want to apply precisely this
analytical-theoretical approach, developed by the
leading representatives of and contributors to the
Quantum School of economic thought to exploring
the ideas of forgotten but still innovative Germanophone economists of the past. Undoubtedly, even today their articulated and manifold plans represent an
innovative stage on the way to a truly international
payments system.

2. Buried German Economic Thought,
International Payments System and Crises
Not surprisingly, the history of economic thought
abounds with examples of early plans for reform by
enlightened economists who recognized the elements
of fallacy in the entire system, but who have been
literally removed from collective memory. If we look
at the German authors, the latter conclusion rings
sadly true. Their writings, where theoretical analysis
blends economics with a philosophical and historical approach, unlike their Anglo-Saxon counterpart,
have been largely disregarded:
• Emanuel Hugo Vogel (* 1875 - † 1946) and his
developments in gold-core-currency standard;
• Economicus alias Gustav Lilienthal (* 1849 - †
1933) and his concept of global money unit;

• Felix Hecht (* 1847 - † 1909) and his (at the
time revolutionary) giro system;
• Hans Heymann (* 1885 - † 1949) and his global
plan to establish a worldwide credit and financial system;
• Hubert Ladenburg (* 1909 - † ?) and his Plan
for a Postwar World Clearing Bank (1942);
• Ernst Friedrich Schumacher (* 1911 - † 1977)
and his idea of multilateral clearing between credits
and debits of Central Banks;
• Julius Wolf (* 1862 - † 1937) and his manifold
proposals to internationalize the payments system;
are only some Germanophone economists, who outlined extended reforms to ensure lasting monetary
stability.
Although their ideas were not set to establish a complete macroeconomic order, as Quantum economics
shows, they would have paved the way for successive
reform projects at least. Strange enough, the questions
they analysed at the time are barely different from today’s. Indeed, not only the same monetary problems
have remained unsolved over the past decades, but
they have also become more severe: issues, such as
growing volumes of transactions, closer financial/economic interconnectedness, and simply the fact that
structural disorder has become chronic over time.
Let us briefly and critically analyse the economic
thought of the above mentioned German or German-speaking authors.
For instance, Emanuel Hugo Vogel (* 1875 - †
1946) was an early promoter of logical and factual
segmentation between national and international
payments (system). He also recognized that the new
international monetary unit should not be subject to
fluctuations and currency trading: in his words, “the
internal and external payment function can be successfully segmented only if the external currency unit
does not originate from a single national issuing operation. Coherent with its international function, this
type of money unit should have supranational characteristics and also be free from being influenced by
national assessment” (Vogel 1933 [own translation]).
Correctly, one of the most relevant principles underpinning the new currency unit refers to its stability,
which cannot be assured if currencies become an object of trade.
Economicus alias Gustav Lilienthal (* 1849 - †
1933) recognizes some key principles of a sound eco207
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nomic system, which was not obvious at the time.
For example, he affirms that money units cannot
have any intrinsic value, but also that in modern
banking they should not be linked to any precious
metal (Economicus 1923). Furthermore, the German author identifies in human work only - astonishingly correct! - the source of economic worth and
he also realizes what some Governments still fail to
do, namely that the economic wealth of Nations consists of income out of human work (and not of seigniorage or money over-issue) (Economicus 1923).
Although Gustav Lilienthal contradicts himself a few
pages later, his intuition continues to be ‘foreign’ to
many economists.
The same is true of Felix Hecht (* 1847 - † 1909),
who advocated the introduction of giro systems at
the international level in order to establish a true international payment system (which is still absent).
More precisely, he suggested the establishment of
clearing houses in some European cities - Vienna,
Budapest, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main and Hamburg
- so that the Austrian-Hungarian and German clearing system could soon become the first step towards
an integrated world economy (Hecht 1906). What is
it that prevented his proposal from being fully ‘right’
and establishing a proper international payment systems? Of course, the answer is in the fact that Felix Hecht was not aware of the vehicular essence of
money, conditio sine qua non for economic order.
These authors were conscious of the difficulty of reforming the entire international payment system. For
this very reason, economists like Hans Heymann (*
1885 - † 1949) developed a ‘step-by-step’-approach,
which he explained in Die Welt-Kredit- und Finanzreform - Ein Aufruf zum Solidarismus (1921) and Die
Völkerbank (1922) while summing up and further
investigating his findings in the more recent Plan for
Permanent Peace (1941). Thus, creating a worldwide
accepted “Central Bank of Central Banks”, which issues an international currency unit, is a delicate matter. In order to overcome resistance, some economists
recommend establishing “several «continental banks»
for Europe, the Western Hemisphere and Asia, all
to be topped by a «Bank of Nations»”. (Heilperin
1941). More precisely, Hans Heymann imagines the
creation of:
• a Bank of Nations, whose membership depends on
buying its shares;
• a Hemisphere Bank, Europa Bank, Oriental Bank
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as a sort of ‘Continental Central Banks’;
• and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
as a world money-clearing department.
Each of these institutions would also be characterized
by a ‘credit department’ and an ‘issue department’,
which is still a long way away from reality today.
As Alvaro Cencini (2005a) adds, “the new central
bank will also have to act as a clearing house in connection with the central banks of three areas. What
is needed for the whole system to work is therefore
that (a) within each currency area payments among
countries are carried out through the intermediation
of their central banks and of a central bank of central banks, and that (b) between currency areas an international central bank acts as the central bank of
their central banks. The International Central Bank
(ICB) brings the European Central Bank (ECB), the
American Central Bank (AMCB) and the Asian Central Bank (ASCB) together into a system of international clearing based, like the national clearings, on
the principles of real-time gross settlement transfers.
Finally, DM stands for the domestic money used by
each country; the euro, the dollar, and the yen are the
currencies used within each currency area when payments between member countries are involved; and
the international money (IM) is the new means of
payment used to ‘vehiculate’ transactions among the
three currency areas members and between them and
the rest of the world.” (Cencini 2005a) Cencini’s analysis clearly reflects the correct scenario, while Hans
Heymann (1941) had done little more than foreshadowing it. And yet, the latter’s assertions are surprisingly innovative and unusual in economic literature. For
instance, he argues that “price, which mediated the
exchange, merely represents the value of the labour
hours expended by both parties in the manufacture
of the products, and expressed in money units as a
standard of measurement. […] in the not too distant
future, the world will recognize that the true purchasing power of a medium of exchange is not dependent
upon the extent of gold coverage. Such purchasing
power in a medium of exchange is dependent upon
the cost of production, which are to be calculated according to the average work cost of production, wages,
and other cost factor.” (Heymann 1941).
Not uncommonly, modern economists still think of
money as an object of payments entailing a positive
intrinsic worth (perhaps even distributed through
Friedman’s famous “helicopter drop”), while only
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human work should explain the so-called ‘purchasing power’. There is no doubt that such mindset is
at the origin of crises since the present ‘non-system’
rests on it.
On the one hand, Heymann’s reform proposal (1941)
is very similar to a reformed International Monetary
Fund (IMF), which itself is the result of the International Monetary Conference in Bretton Woods (1-22
July 1944); on the other hand, his project cannot be
assimilated to modern economic world institutions,
which lack strong monetary interconnectedness precisely because they have not established a real, proper, functioning payments system. Thus, Hans Heymann’s concept is based:
• not only on issuing respective (national and continental) currency units respectively on behalf of National Central Banks and Hemisphere Central Banks
topped by a ‘Central Bank of Central Banks’,
• but also on granting credits to member countries
(Heymann 1941).
The latter characteristic recalls the role of Harry Dexter White’s ‘International Stabilization Fund’ (ISF)
and ‘International Bank for Reconstruction and Development’ (IBRD), which are the forerunners of the
modern International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank Group.
Now, we wonder what drawbacks there might have
been in adopting Heymann’s proposal? Although the
German economist had an extraordinarily valid intuition, he was unfortunately not aware of the distinction
between ‘money creating’ and ‘money issuing’. And so,
while the second concept is coherent with the essence
of modern bank money (i.e. devoid of inherent economic value), the first conception presents inflationary features, since it suggests the contradictory issue of
positive worth by a banker’s stroke of the pen.
Kenneth E. Boulding claims in his The Economics of
Peace (1948) that although these authors often contradict themselves, they were nonetheless able to reveal aspects of the truth which were not recognized
by orthodox economists (Bounding 1948).
For example, Hubert Ladenburg (* 1909 - † ?) and
Ernst Friedrich Schumacher (* 1911 - † 1977)
pointed out the relevance of assuring an international clearing between debits and credits. What stands
out in Ladenburg’s work (1942) is the establishment
of a World Clearing Bank, which issues an international currency unit. Furthermore, he knows the

role of double-entry bookkeeping in economics, but
unfortunately he misunderstands some of its main
principles. In fact, his reform scheme is based on the
achievement (and maintenance) of commercial equilibrium between Nations, which is manifestly unnecessary and also damages economic growth: most
probably, he wanders off course because he does not
perceive the logical distinction between:
• ‘commercial equilibrium’, which is a halfway stage
of the balance of trade other than commercial surplus/deficit;
• and ‘monetary equilibrium’, which is always assured by double-entry bookkeeping and the circular
nature of vehicular money.
Ernst Friedrich Schumacher (* 1911 - † 1977)
proposes an innovative multilateral clearing system,
which is a conditio sine qua non for orderly economic
working, but he fails to realize that his plan would
not work in the absence of a well-conceived world
monetary unit. Furthermore, he shares with Hubert Ladenburg (1942) a misunderstanding of commercial/monetary equilibrium (Schumacher 1943).
This notwithstanding, he analyzes the matter of international payments from the standpoint of view
not only of residents but also their Nations, which
implies a macroeconomic conception: in addition,
Swiss economist Alvaro Cencini (2008) notices that
Ernst Friedrich Schumacher (1943) links net commercial imports of deficit countries with their financial claims (Cencini 2008).
In the end, Julius Wolf (* 1862 - † 1937) formulates manifold proposals to internationalize the payment system. As many of his German colleagues, he
suggests the establishment of an international giro
system topped by a World Clearing Bank (internationale Giro-Stelle), where all world payments would
go through. Besides pleading for more bancarization
on the basis of accounting principles, he sometimes
adopts an inconsistent approach: in his opinion, precious metals are sometimes a barbarous relic (Wolf
1892) while sometimes the basis for creating special
gold certificates (Mitteleuropäischer Wirtschaftsverein in Deutschland, 1909).
So what have the above-mentioned Germanophone
authors in common? Certainly, their prescience but
also the fact that they have been removed from collective memory, although their ideas are pervaded by
concepts, such as ‘internationalization’, ‘multilateralism’, ‘world currency unit’. Hence, their writings
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have been discriminated by mainstream economists
from the Anglo-Saxon world. This last remark would
be serious enough, but reality is even more alarming:
modern economists tend to be analysts of statistical
data seemingly with little time for findings handed
down through past economic literature.
Now, is it possible to understand trends, numbers,
and graphics correctly if economists are no longer
aware of economic thought and history? Hardly so!
Consequently, economic policies (obviously) become
incomprehensibly ineffective based as they are on superficial analyses. World and economic history show
plenty of reasonable leading lights that have been
literally ignored. Therefore, quite probably, even admitting that knowing the theories of the German
economists would not necessarily have prevented a
vexatious series of global economic crises that would
at least have raised unanimous strong doubts on the
economic system and its ‘goodness’.
The war reparations problem, which is the old version of modern external (over)indebtedness, is one
of the most famous examples of how, if neglected,
pathologies can degenerate. In this case, too, there
have been several economists who warned against the
economic consequences of war indemnities and were
fatally dismissed as Cassandras.

3. Reparation Payments Then, External
Over-indebtedness Now
The most recent and discussed case of war indemnities
pertains to Germany after World War I (1925-1933).
Although it was not serviced “[…] the total amount
which was set by the London conference of 1921
at the astronomical figure of 132,000,000,000 gold
Marks - nearly $32,000,000,000” (Staley 1935), the
affordability of reparation payments gained relevance
at least in 1929, as John Maynard Keynes, Jacques
Rueff and Bertil Ohlin began debating about its consequences. In the words of the British economist,
“so much nonsense has been written lately (and even
more, I suspect, spoken) about the theory of the transfer problem that I felt I ought to try and write down
what seems to me to be the truth.” (Keynes 1978)
As he pointed out, “the Dawes Committee divided
the problem of the payment of the German reparations into two parts - into the Budgetary Problem of
extracting the necessary sums of money out of the
pockets of the German people and paying them to the
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account of the Agent-general, and the Transfer Problem of converting the German money so received
into foreign currency.” (Keynes 1929) In other words,
the emphasis is on the “distinction between ability to
pay and ability to transfer the payment. The latter is
a question of foreign trade: the former is primarily
a question of national resources and income, when
viewed from the standpoint of their government.
That these and the foreign trade are but different aspects of the same problem, and closely interrelated, is
of course obvious” (Williams 1922). The emphasis is
also on the fact that: “the German Government will
have to find corresponding fiscal resources through
taxes and the like compulsory charges [→ Budgetary
Problem]. This is a heavy burden, but not necessarily
an impossible one. At all events, whatever the internal
burden and the ways of carrying it, the problem is how
a sum of this kind, secured by the German Government from its own citizens, can be remitted outside
Germany, and what will be the consequences of the
operations [→ Transfer Problem]” (Taussig 1920).
Generally speaking, economic literature regarding
the German Reparations Problem can be divided
into three different currents of thought. To begin
with, there are those who deny the existence of any
secondary burden, while, secondly there are scientists who claim that war indemnity payments will
cause terms-of-trade- and/or currency-depreciation.
Thirdly, and equally importantly, a few economists
try to explain why reparation service is subject to a
pathology, which unaccountably duplicates the total
amount of repayment due by the debtor country.
As reported above, some audacious economists hazard
the claim that countries servicing war reparations will
have to bear a ‘secondary burden’ due to the fact that:
• retrieving sufficient income and transferring it outside by handing over a corresponding sum of foreign
(accepted) currencies is not the same [→ Transfer
Problem];
• nor is the ‘Government’, which collects the internal resources [→ Budgetary Problem], coterminous
with the ‘Nation as a whole’, which comprises the set
of economic residents as well as the ‘State’.
“Keynes’ criticism of the German international obligations after World War I stressed that the macroeconomic costs of any given amount of war reparations
- the ‘primary burden’ of a transfer - were bound to
be magnified by the adverse effects of deteriorating
terms of trade and real exchange rates - the ‘second-
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ary burden’ or ‘double punishment’” (Corsetti, Martin and Pesenti 2008)
Now, sceptical readers will claim that reparation payments belong to the economic history of some countries (for example, France between 1870 and 1873)
and, more generally, to the past. Actually, such an
assertion would be true, if the nature of today’s economic problems were not the same as sixty years ago.
No matter how sophisticated crises are today, derivatives, credit-default swaps (CDS) and other financial
instruments did not exist: their roots go back to the
pathological international payment system, which
has never been duly reformed. For example, no economist would dare deny that America’s external debt
does go back to the Bretton Woods Conference of
July, 1944.
Not surprisingly, reparation payments or, more generally, war debts are a previous incarnation of modern sovereign external debt and its interest payments.
The only remarkable difference is that war indemnities originate ex nihilo, i.e. they are imposed ex
abrupto without the debtor country having benefited
from capital inflows (i.e. a corresponding or matching credit) in the past, while increasing external debt
is the consequence of growing net current account
deficits. In fact, both servicing operations are pathologically unilateral; hence the monetary necessary
equivalence between receipts and expenditures becomes an inequation:
IM + x (total expenditures) > EX (total receipts),
where IM and EX represent respectively the commercial/financial imports/exports of each economic
subject.
Thus, double-entry bookkeeping teaches us that every economic agent - firms, private consumers/investors but also the State or the Nation itself - while
selling (buying) buys (sells) a corresponding amount.
And this is tantamount to saying that everyone is
credited (debited) and debited (credited) in every
transaction.
For example, when an economic agent A in Nation
N(A) sells goods/services to a subject B in country
N(B) who pays with an equivalent sum of goods/
services/financial claims:
• A is credited and debited,
• while B is debited and credited simultaneously.
Hence, economic agent A sells goods/services [→

credit] and contemporarily buys goods/services/financial claims [→ debit], while resident B buys the
above mentioned goods/services [→ debit] but also
sells goods/services/financial claims [→ credit]. Since
it is an international economic transaction:
• not only A and B,
• but also both Nations N(A) and N(B) involved
should be respectively credited-debited and debitedcredited.
Nowadays as in the past, such modus operandi applies
to every economic operation except the reparations
payments and their modern version, i.e. sovereign external debt. Referring to the latter concept, “the correct meaning of «sovereign debt» refers to the external
debt incurred by the Nation as a whole. Manifestly,
the public debt financed by the rest of the world is a
part of it, but it does not represent its total amount.
Thus, it is necessary to add the private indebtedness,
which also involves the country’s intervention” (Schmitt and Cencini 2011 [own translation]).
“After all, a country considered in itself, per se, is akin
to a mere abstraction, while its residents are alive and
kicking. So long as no residents of the debtor country
are being victimized or defrauded, the disorder seems
to be inconsequential. In reality, however, it exerts all
its weight upon the undivided welfare of the national
economy in its entire extension, by significantly and
often even decisively thwarting its development”
(Schmitt 2009). We obviously cannot claim, here, to
accurately demonstrate all facets of the monetary pathology as studied by the economist Bernard Schmitt
(Dijon) for decades. We can nonetheless identify the
crux of the matter in the fact that by servicing A’s
external debt:
• A and B are respectively debited-credited and
credited-debited [→ Budgetary Problem],
• while country N(A) is only (net) debited by the
foreign currency amount [→ Transfer Problem]
needed to transfer A’s income.
In sum, Nation N(A) shows a net debit (debiting
without crediting), without Nation N(B) recording
a net credit (crediting without debiting). Since the
monetary equivalence between receipts and expenditures must be restored, country N(A) has to fill up
the monetary pathological gap by reducing its official
reserves, which also leads to over-indebtedness.
Let us do some numerical examples belonging as to
Germany’s past as to its present time.
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If it is correct that Nation N(A) registers a net debit,
this discrepancy will result from observation of the
balances of payments of both countries involved. In
other words, assuming only these two countries in
the world, the monetary pathology of the secondary
burden lasting of N(A) will result in a net deficit in
the global current account, while the global financial
and capital account will show a net surplus. Apart
from net errors and omission in balance of payments,
which tend to zero in the medium/long time, the
global current account (GCA), which consists of the
sum of N(A)’s and N(B)’s current account (CA) but
also the global capital and financial account (GCFA),
which is the aggregation of N(A)’s and N(B)’s capital
and financial account (CFA), should be equal to zero
(Table 1).
Table 1. The Global Current (GCA) and Capital/
Financial Account (GCFA)
N(A): CA = -x1

N(A): CFA = +x1

N(B): CA = +x1

N(B): CFA = -x1

Balance:
GCA = 0

Balance:
GCFA = 0

Balance:
BOP = 0
Balance:
BOP = 0

Source: author

Since the service of external debts belongs to international transactions, both Nations N(A) and N(B) are
involved. If the reader continues reasoning in terms
of net debits regarding N(A), the pathological disequilibrium between monetary in- and outflows (|x2|)
in the global current (GCA) and the global capital
and financial account (GCFA) is evident (Table 2).
Table 2. The ‘missing surplus’ of the Global Current
(GCA) and the ‘missing capital outflow’ of the Capital/Financial Account (GCFA)
N(A): CA = -x1 - x2

N(A): CFA = +x1 + x2

N(B): CA = +x1

N(B): CFA = -x1

Balance: GCA = -x2
(missing surplus)

Balance: GCFA =+x2
(missing capital
outflow)

Balance:
BOP = 0
Balance:
BOP = 0

Source: author

As the International Monetary Fund (1987) has
pointed out, the result of aggregating world balances
of payments is far from equal to zero, as it should
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be. Since the world monetary institutions are aware
of the fact that errors and omissions cannot explain
the monstrous gap, the IMF economists coined the
concepts of:
• missing surplus of the global current account
(GCA)
• and missing capital outflow from the global capital
and financial account (GCFA).
In other words, the GCA is extremely negative (-x2),
which means that it misses a positive entry to restore
the equilibrium (missing surplus), while the GCFA
is in absolute terms similar but positive. More generally, the global capital and financial account (GFCA)
misses an outflow (-x2), which would bring it to zero.
As Alvaro Cencini (2005b) explains, “irrespective of
individuals or governments’ behaviour, the present
system of international payments is so structured
as to impose on indebted countries a double payment of interests. Two equivalent flows are required
to convey the real payment of net interests between
countries. In conformity with the IMF experts’ intuition, the payment of net interests gives thus rise to an
unreported capital outflow defining a net loss for the
indebted countries’ official reserves. It is this unaccounted loss that explains the mystery of the ‘missing
surplus’”. (Cencini 2005b)
Even though ‘Quantum macroeconomics’ only suggests the correct interpretation, other economists
acknowledge that “the inconsistency between flow
and stock data […] relates in a fairly systematic way
to FDI flows, risk characteristics of local output and
debt relief.” (Hausmann and Sturzenegger 2006)
If interest payments on external debt and reparation
payments are truly twin transactions from a monetary point of view, then the GCA and GFCA at
the time of the German indemnity payments should
show the same discrepancy. In effect, between 1927
and 1933 Germany paid 8,914 million Reichsmark
(Deutsche Bundesbank 1976), while the missing
surplus of the GCA corresponds to -8,227.9 million
Reichsmark and the missing outflow of the GCFA
reaches +6,388.8 million Reichsmark (League of
Nations (1934a and 1934b) and United Nations
(1949)). To rephrase it, German war debt payments
cover 92.3 per cent and 71.7 per cent, respectively, of
the discrepancy in the global current account (GCA)
and the global capital and financial account (GCFA).
Given that the latter measure is subject to cross currency valuations and other debt flows during the
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same period were negligible, the statistical evidence
is powerful. As Alvaro Cencini (2005a) adds, “the
second payment of interest [and reparations] is an
over-expenditure carried out by the indebted countries and unrecorded by creditor countries.” (Cencini, 2005a) and: “debtor countries pay what they
have to pay as interest [and reparations] and creditor
countries are paid their due, yet the amount paid gets
unrecorded in the current account of creditor countries.” (Cencini, 2005a)
Another astonishing example of anomaly in the international payments system is related to modern overindebtedness, not only of Less and Least Developed
Countries but also of industrialized nations, whose
economies are often described as models of integrity.
Germany is no doubt the best example.
If economists agree that the balance of payments
(BOP) is the account that should register every
(commercial and financial) transaction between residents of two different countries. The balance of payments (BOP) is a statistical statement that systematically summarises, for a specific time period, the
economic transactions of an economy with the rest
of the world. Transactions, for the most part between
residents and nonresidents, consist of those involving
goods, services, and income, those involving financial claims on, and liabilities to, the rest of the world;
and those (such as gifts) classified as transfers, which
involve offsetting entries to balance - in an accounting sense - one sided transactions. (International
Monetary Fund 1996), it logically follows that there
should be no (relevant) discrepancy between:
• expected increase of the external debt on the basis
of BOP-transactions
• and the effective growth of the external debt as reported by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
or the World Bank (WB).
In other words, “it is clear that the increase in indebtedness should be equal to the sum of the current account deficits and the increase in international
reserves. Nonetheless, official statistical data show
that Nations’ external debt is much higher than logic would imply” (Schmitt and Cencini 2011 [own
translation]).
Between 2002 and 2009, Germany’s cumulative
current account surplus reached the (impressive)
amount of 1,213.82 billion U.S. Dollars, while German official reserves increased by 89.9 billion U.S.
Dollars (International Monetary Fund 2010). It

should be expected that German external debt stock
would have been reduced by 1,123.92 billion U.S.
Dollars (= 1,213.82 billion U.S. - 89,9 billion U.S.
Dollars). Instead, Germany’s gross external debt position worsened by approximately 2,944.53 billion
U.S. Dollars (World Bank Database [online] 2011),
which is unexplainable on the basis of BOP’s registrations. More precisely, since the gross external debt
position should have shrunk by the above mentioned
1,123.92 billion U.S. Dollars, but it grew to 2,944.53
billion U.S. Dollars, there is statistical evidence that
the pathological mechanism, which leads to Germany’s over-indebtedness, ballooned to 4,068.67 billion U.S. Dollars (= 1,123.92 billion U.S. Dollars +
2,944.53 billion U.S. Dollars)!
Quantum macroeconomics explains this unbelievable gap affecting interest payments on external debt,
but also - which is a new discovery - external borrowing. Accounting unilateralism characterizing:
• war reparations;
• interest payments on external debt;
• foreign debt
combined with a misconception of money and (monetary) macroeconomics explains this anomaly, which
is becoming more and more serious.
Bernard Schmitt and Alvaro Cencini explain in their
new joint (unpublished) paper, Les emprunts extérieurs comme cause du surendettement des pays et de
l’expansion de la bulle financière (2011) the reasons
for the literal duplication of the external debt burden: “in the same way as the increase in the external indebtedness of the Nation as a whole exceeds its
current account deficit - the additional boost is equal
to the newly issued IOUs of the internal economy,
which have been handed over to the foreign economic agents - the country itself becomes indebted to the
«financial bubble». On the one hand, the sovereign
debt with the rest of the world corresponds to the
current account deficit; on the other hand, the complementary indebtedness due to the monetary deficit
originated by the unordered international payments
system is incurred with the stateless «financial bubble». With specific regard to the over-increase in sovereign indebtedness as compared to the new current
account deficit, the concept of «rest of the world» assumes a different meaning; this time it is synonymic
with «financial bubble». In the same way as the external debt position of the Nation as a whole worsens by the net value of the IOUs, which have been
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issued by the internal economy to the benefit of the
foreign lender, [the country itself ] incurs a debt with
the financial bubble.” (Schmitt and Cencini 2011).
Conscious that summing up or compressing their
findings covering decades of research is an impossible
mission, what should economists do in order to solve
the charge of over-indebtedness or, more precisely,
avoid stubborn pragmatism belonging to blaming
(and fruitless) economic policies? Doubtless, knowledge of history of economic thought and economic
history would have contributed to eliminate many
collective mistakes or misinterpretations of economic
happenings, whose origins go back to (less sophisticated) concerns of economists of the past.
Since Germany has faced the economic consequences of World Wars, German scientists of past centuries
have been remarkably active in looking for structural
remedies. If modern economists do not realise soon
that their predecessors and their intellectual work still
have much to teach the new generations of economic
thinkers, it is only a matter of time before external
debt crises hit leading countries, too (as they have
already started to do in Greece, Ireland, Portugal,
Spain and Italy).

4. Conclusions
Quantum Macroeconomics, whose findings characterize the approach adopted, focuses purely on
macroeconomic analysis starting from profound
knowledge of economic thought. How could it be
otherwise? Thus, “theories are facts. This remark is
very true, and the history of those facts is the foundation of a theory about them, that is, a theory about
theories”. (Pareto 1980) Furthermore, “it is possible
to view the development of economic thought as
progressive in the sense that each generation learns
something and absorbs something from the thought
of preceding generations - thus, as the saying credited
to Newton has it, we all stand on the shoulders of giants.” (Spiegel 1991)
Now, if such a mechanism of knowledge loses its
vitality, the consequences will not be affordable in
the long run: more precisely, modern economics
shows a pronounced quantitative-econometric approach without demonstrating interest in economic
thought and history, i.e. the memory and findings
of economists of the past. Hence, a growing reliance
on econometric and sophisticated quantitative tools
in the absence of economic-philosophical knowledge
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cannot compensate for any underlying shortcomings
or flaws. Mere data analysis unsupported by solid economic thought leads to blunders and, consequently,
to distrust of economics (and economists). Crises
are bound to occur if central bankers, economists,
and analysts stubbornly overlook some fundamental
milestones and achievements in economic thought.
Manifestly inflationary policies as Government’s
over-issuing combined with the refusal of a new Bretton Woods Conference are some true samples of the
modern economic approach. No wonder that today’s
world economy is more troubled than yesterday’s! For
instance, over-indebtedness in some Southern European countries is frequently blamed on inefficiency,
fiscal evasion, corruption and high spending: obviously, such modus cogitandi is not only prejudicial to
the countries involved but it is also due to an intrinsically microeconomic approach, which looks for the
source of economic diseases in (human) behaviour,
expectations and contingent factors. What if financial, employment and debt crises were the result of
macroeconomic - i.e. structural, not man-made - fallacies in the international system of payments? Why
is it so difficult to hold this opinion and advocate
reform accordingly? First of all, because of human
tendency to impute only to people’s conducts the origin of crises (microeconomic approach). In addition,
a systematic course of action requires deep understanding of previous scientific findings so that new
conclusions can be drawn from them.
Furthermore, countries’ over-indebtedness has pathological roots, which do not depend on economic
agents’ handling. Of course, exaggerated and irresponsible economic practices, like bull operators’
speculation, have repercussions on global wealth, but
their essence is micro-, not macroeconomic, namely
structural.
For instance, the current crisis is the outcome of
huge and deep fallacies in the modern international
payments system, which Quantum Macroeconomics
deals with. We wouldn’t call it the root of all evil,
but depriving European countries of monetary sovereignty and associated policies has, if nothing else,
reduced the acting power of Central Banks by trying to contrast economic crises. Furthermore, many
Southern European countries need to regain monetary independence. “Loss of monetary sovereignty
resulting from the adoption of the Euro as a unique
currency has had a negative impact on capital move-
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ments, which has arguably been underestimated.
Given the past and present economic situation of
the EU member countries, monetary unification is a
great threat to employment in the South and a cause
of increasing social turmoil in the North.” (Cencini 2005a) In addition, let us look at how exchange
rates are set in the Eurozone: since there is a nominal one-to-one correspondence between richer and
poorer countries’ Euros, it will be predictably more
convenient to invest in/buy from the first group of
nations. More precisely, since goods and services of
both richer and poorer Eurozone-countries are available to foreigners at the same exchange rate, buyers
will prefer consuming or investing in wealthier countries. Hence, if both country groups had maintained
their original national currencies, it is quite sure that
exchange rates:
• of richer nations would have grown cutting down
on commercial exports,
• while that of countries in economic need had fallen, contributing to more competitiveness.
Ceteris paribus, since nominal exchange rates are artificially equivalent both for more as less prosperous
European countries, the latter cannot compete with
wealthier nations, which in turn means that:
• commercial imports will grow more rapidly than
exports
• causing a current account deficit
• and increasing external indebtedness.
As the renowned German economist Wilhelm Hankel
et al. (2010) points out, according to our own translation, that “the reason for the financial difficulties
experienced by some EMU-Member-States is their
fairly limited competitiveness, which is in turn due to
the exchange rate of the Euro. As economic forecasts
show, the Greek currency unit should be depreciated
to a value of US$0.34 so that companies would become more competitive in the international arena.
Furthermore, the Euro also dampens the competitive
potential of these comparatively under-performing
States belonging to the European Union (or, at least,
the European Monetary Union), because the value of
the European single currency does not reflect their
economic performance. With regard to Germany, the
value of the currencies of these States should be drastically reduced, but it is also conceivable that this would
spark a corresponding rise in the value of the German
money unit. This economic principle remains uncompromising.” (Hankel et al. 2010 [own translation])

Furthermore, Quantum economics claims that
(growing) external debts are subject to the outlined
pathological duplication mechanism, which leads to
over-indebtedness as German reparations’ analysis
shows. In the end, who would buy overpriced goods/
services - i.e. the products of poorer countries - if
nominal exchange rates (between other factors) enable to obtain comparatively cheaper merchandises
from richer nations? Not surprisingly, economists like
Emanuel Hugo Vogel amongst others excluded a priori the creation of a monetary union, although they
pleaded for the introduction of an international/a
continental money unit.
At the risk of exaggerating its bearing, “everything has
been said, and we are more than seven thousand years
of human thought too late” (De la Bruyère 1688). Ultimately, while this paper aimed to show the structural
(i.e. macroeconomic) nature of economic crises – these
days misunderstood to the advantage of more contingent and behavioural (i.e. microeconomic) sources -- it
also sought to draw attention to the fact that there have
been several (not only Germanophone) economists in
the past centuries who proposed particularly innovative and interconnected reform plans of the world
monetary architecture. True, they were inexplicably
and unjustifiably removed from collective memory.
Yet – and this is precisely the paper’s golden thread their proposals are even more suited to establishing a
new global monetary system than the contemporary
international economic and financial institutions (at
least, as they are currently designed).
Indeed, unless economists open their eyes to the relevance of economic thought and history for structurally eradicating crises, sustainable economic growth
will stand little or no chance: it is in our power to
make it happen.
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Abstract. The paper presents research which investigates the implications of national culture and organizational
culture in the Lithuanian and Russian SMEs. While much of the attention has been given to organizational culture
in large companies, little research has been focused on organizational and national culture in SMEs. The research
is based on the main ideas of Hofstede’s framework of seven cultural dimensions and Denison’s cultural model,
which measures culture in organizations with four major traits, such as involvement, consistency, adaptability, and
mission. The quantitative research is based on responses to a questionnaire embracing various aspects of national
and organizational culture. The authors of the research have elaborated proposals for further research.
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1. Introduction
The focus of scholars on culture has been vast over
the past decades. The scientific reearches have explored the impact of culture at the national and organisational levels. Obviously, the different layers of
culture interact and impact each other.
The impact of national culture on organizational culture in large companies has been widely addressed
by researchers from various countries. On the other
hand, litle research has been focused on organizational and national culture in small and medium enterprises (SMEs). SMEs, playing a significant role in the
growth and change of economy, are confronted with
international competition and are forced to compete
in international markets. The managers of SMEs are
forced to understand peculiarities of various countries and the impact of culture on the firm’s success.
The paper aims to reveal the implications of national
culture and organizational culture in Lithuanian and
Russian SMEs. The research is based on the main
ISSN 2029-7017 print/ISSN 2029-7025 online

ideas of Hofstede’s framework and Denison’s cultural
model, which measure involvement, consistency, adaptability, and mission. The paper is based on quantitative
research.

2. Culture
The scientific literature linked to culture is seen as
vast and extensive. Notably, a lot of attempts were
made in order to clarify the concept of culture. The
researchers have proposed to define culture as the
shared patterns of behaviours and the meanings that
are attributed to these behaviours (Schneider, Barsoux 2003). Therefore, culture consists of language,
ideas, beliefs, customs, taboos, codes, institutions,
tools, techniques, works of art, rituals, ceremonies,
and other related components.
Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1954) have provided 164
definitions of culture and have come to the conclusions that usually the word culture is used in three
basic assumptions:
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1. Different expressions of art also known as high
culture.
2. Human beliefs, behavior and knowledge gained
through social learning.
3. Shared values, goals, practices and attitudes within
a specific organization, institution or group.
Culture is seen as the shared system of meanings
(guides how the world is perceived and culture is
organized), relative (there is no cultural absolute
and there is no set standards for perceiving culture),
learned (it is derived from social environment and
not from genetics) and about groups (it is a collective
phenomenon and about shared values and meanings). On the other hand, culture could not be right
or wrong, inherited or about individual behavior
(Hoecklin 1995; McKenna, Beech 1995).
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998) are stating that culture of one country could not ever be understood by other cultures. Even people of the same
culture can never say that they fully understand even
people of their own culture. On the other hand, the
discussions in scientific literature predict that internationalization will create a common culture worldwide and it should make the life of international
managers much easier. According to Ohmae (1994),
the impact of national cultures on organisational cultures appears likely to continue to decline.
Despite the debate related with convergence of cultures, other scholars adopt different approach (Hofstede 2001; Tayeb 1996). They state that organisations need to be aware of differences in national
cultures and the influence of these differences upon
the organisation’s culture. Cultural differences exist
not only in respect to distant and exotic countries.
Neighboring countries and even regions within the
same country can also have significant differences.
For example, European Union is a symbol of unification of many countries. Apart from legal problems,
there is a whole layer of different problems, as nowhere cultures do differ as much as inside Europe
(Kaarna 2010; Korsakiene 2009; Ruzier et al. 2006;
Adekola et al. 2008; Trompenaars and HampdenTurner 1998; Hoecklin 1995).
The review of the concept of culture implies that
there is no single interpretation of the meaning
(Stankevičienė et al. 2009). Nevertheless, most scholars agree that culture concept is a multifaceted notion
that plays an important role on various levels, such
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as community, organizations and firms, and nation.
In order to set consistent basis for further course of
current research, Hofstede’s interpretation of cultural
concept and its application is chosen as the basis for
current research.

3. Hofstede’s Dimensions of Culture
Cultural differences at the country level reside mostly
in values, less in practices. At the organizational level,
cultural differences are considered mostly of different practices, not of different values. Using one word
culture for speaking about organizational culture
and national culture is a mistake as nation is not an
organization and there are two types of cultures of
different kinds (Hofstede 2001). Social behavior is
embedded in a particular content of the country and
is connected to others deeply held values and beliefs.
Mismanaging cultural differences can lead to inability to motivate employees, increase rotation and fail
to build competitive advantage. On the other hand,
when successfully managed, differences in cultures
can lead to increasing innovations in business practices, faster and better learning within the organization and sustainable growth (Hoecklin 1995).
Geert Hofstede is the Dutch sociologist and anthropologist best known for his research in the field of
cross-cultural organizations. The research of Hofstede focuses on the differences and similarilies between national cultures. Hofstede (1991) has proposed several cultural dimensions: power distance
(PDI), individualism vs. collectivism (IND), masculinity vs. femininity (MAS), uncertainty avoidance
(UAI). With conducting new research Hofstede has
introduced new dimension – long term orientation
(LTO), which originally was named Confucian dynamism and was identified only when Hofstede’s research was restructured with the involvement of Chinese researchers to deliberately create a non western
bias (Hofstede 2001). Later on, based on the work of
Minkov (2007), Hofstede has added two dimensions
more: indulgence vs. restraint and monumentalism
vs. self- effacement (Hofstede 2009).
Power distance is the extent of inequality in a society - less powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country are expecting and accepting that power is distributed unequally. Power
and inequality are fundamental factors of any society and any person with international experience has
to know that “all societies are unequal but some are
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more unequal than others cultures (Hofstede 2001).
In countries where power distance is low, inequilities
between people are more likely to be minimised and
leading to consultative management style as power
distance between the hierarchy levels is small and encourages more communication between the boss and
his or her subordinates. However, in the countries
where power distance is high, there is more dependence between the boss and subordinates, where subordinates prefer dependence and more authoritarian
boss (Hofstede 2001; Machado, Carvalho 2008).
Notably, individualism vs. collectivism refers to the
extent to which individuals are oriented to themselves and their immediate family, rather than groups
(Millmore et al. 2007). This dimension is the only
one of all other dimensions for which worldwide
shifts have been noticeable in the past. According
to the observations, there is a relationship between
cultural individualism and economic wealth. For
instance, wealthier countries score more individualist and countries which recently started to become
wealthier start to become individualist. Nevertheless, while wealth increases individualism, it does
not make those countries as individualist as Western countries. Therefore, increasing or decreasing
wealth reduces but does not eliminate differences in
individualism/collectivism among parts of the world
(Hofstede 2001).
The dimension of masculinity vs. femininity refers
to the extent to which assertiveness and decisiveness
are prioritized over more caring values. Notably, this
dimension refers to the division of emotional roles
between the genders which is another fundamental
issue for any society. The research discovered that
women’ values vary less among societies than men’
values (Hofstede 2001). However, what behaviors are
supposed to be feminine or masculine is the subject
of discussion among modern societies. According
to Hofstede (1991), masculine societies have established clear roles of males, meaning that males have
to be confident and oriented towards the material
success. In such societies where gender roles overlap
are supposed to be feminine (Hofstede 1991, 2001;
Machado, Carvalho 2008).
Uncertainty avoidance is the extent to which the
members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain
or unknown situations and opposes toughness and
is towards more flexible cultures. Weak uncertainty
avoidance stands for citizen competence - that is the

belief that ordinary person is able to influence the
authorities and shares some degree of mutual trust
among them. Strong uncertainty avoidance implies
that decisions should be left to experts – citizens and
authorities mutually distrust each other (Hofstede
2001). Cultures which are avoiding uncertainty are
trying to control it by installing laws and regulations,
various safety measures, or by emphasizing the philosophical and religious taboos. On the opposite type,
uncertainty accepting cultures are more tolerant towards the change and different opinions compared to
what they are used to. They have very few rules and
laws and their philosophical and religious views are
relative and could be openly discussed and contradicted (Hofstede 2001).
Long-term vs. short-term orientation originally was
called Confucian dynamism. Later renamed to longterm vs. short-term orientation this dimension was
added as a fifth dimension to the original four ones
to distinguish thinking between the East and West
(Draguns 2007). Long-term orientation means focusing on the future. It implies a cultural trend towards delaying immediate result by practicing persistence and thriftiness. On the opposite, short-term
orientation means focusing on the past and present
by respecting tradition and by a need to follow trends
in spending even if this means borrowing money.
Long-term oriented societies encourage virtues of
orientation towards rewards, holding savings and fast
adaptation to changes in situations. Short-term oriented societies are more related to valuing past and
present it as national pride, respects traditions and
fulfilling obligations to the society of being an obedient citizen environment (Hofstede 2001).
Indulgence vs. restraint dimension is based on Minkov’s (2007) World Survey data analysis for 93 countries. Notably, indulgence stands for society which
allows relatively free display of basic human desires,
enjoying life and having fun. High indulgence culture will emphasize generous spending which can be
caused by self-enhancing attempts to be proud and
successful individuals who are not saving their money
to get satisfaction or limit themselves in their desires
and feelings. On the opposite, restraint stands for a
society that suppresses the display of human desire of
having fun and regulates it by introducing strict social norms and taboos environment. Minkov (2007)
specified that happiness is linked to the perception of
the control of personal life, with life representing a
source of freedom and leisure.
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Minkov (2007) explained that in monumentalist cultures people will have a tendency to have a positive
self-regard and seek for positive information about
themselves. In such culture, interpersonal competition
is valued as it provides an opportunity to demonstrate
personal superiority. Because of the interpersonal
competition, the large differences in income will be
present. According to Heine (2003), such individuals will not be interested in self-improvement as they
will not see the need to improve what is already good
enough. Moreover, as they don’t view individuals being
flexible, they would not be easily convinced that selfimprovement will bring positive results. Representatives of such culture will view cultural adaptation as a
kind of betrayal as they are proud of who they are and
view their values and beliefs indispensable (Minkov
2007). On the other side, self-effacement cultures
will be more flexible and obedient. People will view
themselves as adaptive individuals who can adjust to
any situation and view self-improvement activities as
the way of coping with deficiencies (Heine 2003).
In such cultures, failure would not be perceived as a
problem and task at which one has failed will not be
dismissed as unimportant, as they will view failure as
a lesson and they will admit their mistakes and will
try to learn from them in order to avoid repeating
them in the future (Minkov 2007).
The researches of Hofstede have influenced works
of other scholars. For instance, Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner (1998) have identified seven dimensions of culture, which are conceptually related
to Hofstede’s dimensions. On the other hand, McSweeney has argued that Hofstede’s research fails
to show a cousal link between the dimensions of a
particular culture and specific actions (McSweeney
2002). However, despite the prevailing critics, the
analysis of culture based on Hofstede’s dimensions
can not be ignored.

4. Denison’s Model
Fey and Denison (2003) argue that organizational
culture is a multifaceted phenomenon, scoping from
deeper layers like beliefs and assumptions to visible
layers like structures and practices. Notably, Denison
and his colleagues have developed an organizational
culture model based on four traits of organizational
cultures: involvement, consistency, adaptability and
mission (Denison, Mishra 1995). Each trait breaks
down into three more specific areas for a total of 12
indices (Hooijberg, Denison, 2002).
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Involvement describes the empowerment and teamwork which are necessary to address competitive
environment. Indices which measure involvement
are: empowerment, teamwork and capability development. Consistency measures the unified approach
to goal achievement and problem resolution that allow dealing with various challeneges (Denison et al.
2004). Consistency creates a “strong” culture based
on beliefs, values and symbols that are widely and
commonly understood by all people in organization (Guidroz et al. 2005). Indices which measure
consistency are: core values, agreement and coordination. The trait of adaptability assumes translating
the demands of business environment into action.
This trait describes organization’s efforts to balance
internal identity with external events and impetus to
change (Denison et al. 2004). Indices which measure
adaptability are: creating change, customer focus and
organizational learning. The mission trait emphasizes defining a meaningful long-term direction for
the organization. The indices of mission consist of:
strategic direction and intent, goals and objectives,
and vision.
The scholars emphasise that the model focuses on the
contradictions involved in simultaneously achieving
internal integration and external adaptation (Fey,
Denison, 2003). Hence, the authors of this paper
agree with the main ideas and insight proposed by
Denison and his colleagues. Therefore, the above discussion leads to several research questions which are
related to dimensions of national and organizational
culture.

5. Methodology
Current research is developed to investigate the impact
of national culture on organizational culture in the
Lithuanian and Russian SMEs. For present exploratory research a convenience sample was chosen as this
sampling method is less costly in time and monetary
terms than random sampling (Marshall 1996).
In order to determine and evaluate difference of national culture impact on organizational culture, the
decision was made to conduct the research in two
stages. During the first stage questionnaires on national culture dimensions were distributed to the
managers of the Lithuanian and Russian SMEs. The
second stage of the research included distribution of
questionnaire on organizational culture dimensions
to the participants from the same sample.
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The review of the relevant literature has allowed formulating hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: In the Lithuanian SMEs participants
of Lithuanian nationality will score less on power
distance (PDI) and monumentalism (MON) than
participants of Russian nationality.
Hypothesis 2: In the Lithuanian SMEs participants
of Lithuanian nationality will score more on mission,
adaptability, consistency and involvement traits of
organizational culture than participants of Russian
nationality.
Hypothesis 3: the higher Power Distance (PDI),
Long-Term Orientation (LTO), Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR) and Monumentalism (MON), the lower Involvement trait of organizational culture in the
Lithuanian and Russian SMEs.
Hypothesis 4: the higher Individualism, Masculinity
(MAS) and Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), the higher
organizational trait Involvement in the Lithuanian
and Russian SMEs.
Hypothesis 5: the higher Power Distance (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI)
and Long-Term Orientation (LTO), the higher organizational culture trait Consistency in Lithuanian
and Russian SMEs.
Hypothesis 6: the higher Masculinity (MAS), Indulgence (IVR) and Monumentalism (MON), the
lower organizational culture trait Consistency in the
Lithuanian and Russian SMEs.
SMEs were selected from tourism, recruitment agencies, transportation and logistics industries. The online questionnaire was distributed to the respondents
through personal e-mail invitations followed by personal phone calls. The e-mails of managers and directors were obtained upon personal referral in Russia
and Lithuania as well as retrieved from the database
of SMEs in Lithuania - Creditreform database or on
company’s website, where it possible.
The ideal size of a homogeneous sample, as indicated
by Hofstede, is 50 respondents though a heterogeneous sample of 20 respondents in one country is
considered to be yet sufficient for statistical analysis
(Hofstede et al., 2008). Therefore, the ideal target
sample of present research is 50 respondents in each
of both countries - Lithuania and Russia. A total of
29 and 26 usable questionnaires were returned from
the Lithuanian and Russian samples respectively.

6. Discussion of Results
In order to check the reliability of data, the Cronbach Alpha analysis was applied. A reliability test like
Cronbach’s Alpha should not be based on individual
scores but on country mean scores. Obviously this
presupposes data from a sufficient number of countries, in practice at least ten. For comparison, across
fewer countries the reliability of the VSM at the
country level has to be taken for granted. Since current research observed only two countries, the Cronbach Alpha analysis was used to check reliability of
dependent variables of organizational culture.
Table 1. Reliability Statistics

Involvement

Cronbach’s
Alpha
0,926

Number of
valid cased
55

% of
valid
100,0

Consistency

0,741

55

100,0

Adaptability

0,429

55

100,0

Mission

0,686

55

100,0

Scale

Reliability analysis showed that the data obtained
from the survey questionnaires provides well-designed
measures that accepted internal consistency of data
only for two organizational culture traits, such as involvement and consistency. The data for adaptability
and mission organizational traits have not passed reliability test for data consistency. Consequently, adaptability and mission organizational traits could not be
considered well-designed constructs and measures
within the scope of current research (Table 1).
In order to check the compatibility of the data from the
two samples, the t-test analysis (α=.05) was conducted
to compare sample means and reveal if there are significant differences in variance of the two samples. The
t-test (α=.05) failed to reveal any significant variance
in samples. Consequently, the means for dependent
and independent variables can be compared to identify differences in national culture and organizational
culture dimensions in both samples (Table 2).
The comparison of means of variables suggests that
there is slightly significant difference in power distance (PDI), whereas all other dimensions of national
culture differ significantly in both samples. Despite
slightly significant difference in power distance (PDI)
between the Lithuanian and Russian participants, the
mean value for Lithuania (mean=47,241) and mean
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value for Russia (mean=43,269) suggest that namely
Lithuanian managers are more willing to accept in-

equality and unequal power in the organization than
Russian managers.

Table 2. Independent Samples Test and Group Statistics
Lithuania

Russia

t

Sig.

29

26

Power Distance (PDI)

47,241

43,269

0,240

0,873

Individualism vs. Collectivism (IDV)

38,621

59,231

-1,278

0,447

Masculinity vs. Femininity (MAS)

21,724

6,731

0,953

0,354

Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI)

-22,931

-53,654

1,964

0,255

Long-Term Orientation vs. Short-Term Orientation (LTO)

27,759

5,769

1,503

0,897

Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR)

25,000

79,231

-2,834

0,987

Monumentalism vs. Self-effacement (MON)

13,103

38,654

1,493

0,294

Involvement

3,566

3,217

1,949

0,344

Consistency

3,515

3,500

0,126

0,888

Adaptability

3,903

3,664

3,700

0,140

Mission

3,586

3,408

1,496

0,608

N

The mean value for individualism vs. collectivism
(IDV) dimension is (mean=38,621) for the Lithuanian managers and (mean=59,231) for the Russian
managers imply that the Russian managers tend to be
more independent and self-reliant than the Lithuanian managers.
Masculinity vs. femininity (MAS) mean value is
(mean=21,724) for Lithuanian managers, while for
Russian managers it is (mean=6,731). The comparison of MAS means implies that the Lithuanian managers are more assertive, focused on performance and
material success, whereas the Russian managers tend
to focus more on relationships and quality of life.
Uncertainty avoidance (UAI) mean value is negative
due to subtraction in the formulas when no adjustment constant was applied. However, the Lithuanian
participants score higher than the Russian participants with mean values (mean= -22,931) and (mean=
-53,654) respectively. This implies that the Lithuanian managers perceive the ambiguity more stressful
and avoid unknown situations and uncertainty more
than the Russian managers.
Long-term orientation vs. short-term orientation (LTO) dimension mean values imply that the
Lithuanian managers are more focused on future
and tend to delay immediate results by thriftiness as
their mean score is (mean=27,759). On the contrary,
the Russian managers focused more on present and
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immediate results since mean value for the Russian
sample is (mean=5,769).
Indulgence vs. restraint (IVR) mean value for the
Lithuanian sample is (mean=25,000), whereas for
the Russian sample it is (mean=79,231). High mean
value for the Russian sample implies that the Russian
managers tend to display human desires more, to enjoy life and to spend generously to approve their success. On the contrary the Lithuanian managers tend
to introduce strict norms and taboos as well as have
more control over life.
Monumentalism vs. self-effacement (MON) mean
value is (mean=13,103) for the Lithuanian sample and (mean=38,654) for Russian sample, which
implies that the Russian managers tend to be more
self-enhancers and reject the change more than the
Lithuanian managers.
In regard to organizational culture traits, mean values (mean=3,515) for the Lithuanian sample and
(mean=3,500) for the Russian sample imply that
there is no significant difference for consistency in
both countries. Therefore, managers in both countries perceive “strong” culture based on beliefs, values
and symbols that are commonly understood in their
organizations.
Involvement mean values are (mean=3,566) for the
Lithuanian sample and (mean=3,217) for the Russian
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sample, implying that the Lithuanian managers encourage sense of responsibility and nurture commitment to
organization more than the Russian managers.
The mean values for adaptability organizational culture trait are (mean=3,903) and (mean=3,664) for
the Lithuanian and Russian samples respectively.
Higher mean for the Lithuanian sample implies that
the Lithuanian managers favor organizational change
in response to customers and the marketplace more
than the Russian managers do.
The mean values for mission organizational trait are

(mean=3,586) and (mean=3,408) for the Lithuanian
and Russian samples respectively, which implies that
defining long-term direction for the organization
and shaping current behaviors by envisioning a desired future state are more pursued by the Lithuanian
managers than the Russian managers.
Multiple regression analysis during which dependent
variables of organizational culture traits Involvement
and Consistency were regressed against independent
variables of national culture dimensions, was used to
test hypotheses 3-6.

Table 3. Multiple Regression Coefficients of National Culture Dimensions Impact on Organizational Trait
Involvementa
Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

10,490

0,000

-0,026

-0,187

0,853

0,002

0,294

2,152

0,037

0,001

0,002

0,071

0,488

0,628

UAI

-0,002

0,002

-0,156

-1,023

0,312

LTO

-0,001

0,002

-0,096

-0,736

0,466

IVR

-0,003

0,001

-0,304

-2,016

0,050

MON

0,000

0,001

0,027

0,193

0,848

What is your country of residence?

-0,092

0,225

-0,069

-0,410

0,684

What is your nationality?

-0,525

0,255

-0,340

-2,058

0,045

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

4,379

0,417

PDI

0,000

0,002

IDV

0,003

MAS

Beta

a. Dependent Variable: Involvement, R=0,570,
R2=0,325, F=2,405, p<0.05, Sig.=0,025, df=55,
α=0,05

Russian SMEs” are partially accepted for independent
variables of Individualism (IDV) and Indulgence vs.
Restraint (IVR) significant relationship.

Initial multiple regression analysis for Involvement
organizational culture trait as dependent variable
and nationality and country of residence as control
variables revealed significant relationship of Involvement with Individualism (IDV) and Indulgence vs.
Restraint (IVR) national culture dimensions. Consequently, Hypothesis 3 “The higher Power Distance
(PDI), Long-Term Orientation (LTO), Indulgence vs.
Restraint (IVR) and Monumentalism (MON) are, the
lower Involvement trait of organizational culture will
be in Lithuanian and Russian SMEs” and Hypothesis
4 “The higher Individualism, Masculinity (MAS) and
Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) are, the higher organizational trait Involvement will be in the Lithuanian and

Therefore, decision has been made to modify hypothesis to reflect the impact of national culture dimensions that have shown significant influence on
organizational culture traits. Thus, modified hypothesis are:
Hypothesis 3a: The higher Power Indulgence vs. Restraint (IVR), the lower Involvement trait of organizational culture in the Lithuanian and Russian SMEs.
Hypothesis 4a: The higher Individualism (IDV), the
higher organizational trait Involvement in the Lithuanian and Russian SMEs
Summary of significant relationships revealed by
multiple regression analysis for impact of Individual225
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ism and Indulgence vs. Restraint national culture dimensions on organizational trait Involvement is presented
in the Table 4.
Table 4. Multiple Regression Coefficients of Individualism and Indulgence National Culture Dimensions Impact on Organizational Trait Involvementa
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

12,703

0,000

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

4,389

0,346

IDV

0,003

0,001

0,276

2,246

0,029

IVR

-0,002

0,001

-0,220

-1,709

0,094

What is your country of residence?

-0,031

0,211

-0,023

-0,146

0,885

What is your nationality?

-0,569

0,225

-0,368

-2,527

0,015

a. Dependent Variable: Involvement, R=0,537, R 2=0,288, F=5,056, p<0.05, Sig.=0,002, df=55, α=0,05
Hypothesis 3a is accepted as there is negative relationship between Indulgence national culture dimension and
organizational trait Involvement.
Since there is positive relationship between Individualism national culture dimension and Involvement organizational culture trait, the Hypothesis 4a is accepted.
Table 5. Multiple Regression Coefficients of National Culture Dimensions Impact on Organizational Trait Consistencya
Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t

Sig.

11,768

0,000

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

3,622

0,308

PDI

0,001

0,001

0,168

1,039

0,304

IDV

-2,691

0,001

-0,004

-0,024

0,981

MAS

0,001

0,001

0,106

0,632

0,530

UAI

-0,001

0,001

-0,173

-0,984

0,330

LTO

-0,002

0,001

-0,211

-1,398

0,169

IVR

0,000

0,001

-0,054

-0,309

0,759

MON

0,000

0,001

0,031

0,197

0,845

What is your country of residence?

-0,017

0,166

-0,020

-0,105

0,917

What is your nationality?

-0,092

0,188

-0,094

-0,491

0,626

a. Dependent Variable: Consistency, R=0,318, R2=0,101, F=0,563, Sig. 0,819, df=55, α=0,05
The multiple regression analysis does not reveal any significant relationship between national culture dimensions and organizational trait Consistency. Consequently, Hypothesis 5 “The higher Power Distance (PDI),
Individualism (IDV), Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI) and Long-Term Orientation (LTO), the higher organizational
trait Consistency in the Lithuanian and Russian SMEs” and Hypothesis 6 “The higher Masculinity (MAS), Indulgence (IVR) and Monumentalism (MON, the lower organizational trait consistency in the Lithuanian and Russian
SMEs” are both rejected.
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7. Conclusions
Given the results of current research on the impact of
national culture on organizational culture and their implications for HRM, following conclusions were made:
There is slightly significant difference in power distance in both Lithuanian and Russian SMEs, whereas
other national culture dimensions of individualism,
masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long-term orientation, indulgence vs. restraint and monumentalism
differ significantly.
Organizational culture traits, such as involvement,
consistency, adaptability and mission are higher for
organizational cultures in the Lithuanian SMEs, providing grounds to conclude that the Lithuanian SMEs
have stronger organizational culture and organizational values if compared to the Russian SMEs.
The limitations of the presented study were connected with the small sample size and the fact that SMEs
included in the sample represented only some business sectors. Further research should therefore concentrate on a deeper analysis of differences between
the countries and business sectors.
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